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Abstract

Self-mixing interferometry (SMI) is a promising non-contact sensing technology, which
has attracted much research attention in the last few decades. The SMI effect takes place
when a small portion of laser is back-scattered from an external target and re-enters the
laser diode (LD) internal cavity. A typical sensing system using an SMI configuration
consists of an LD as the laser source, a target to reflect the laser, a photo diode (PD) to
capture the optical signal. This configuration indicates the SMI-based sensing
technology’s merits of minimum part-count scheme, low cost in implementation and
ease in optical alignment. Various SMI-based sensing applications have been reported,
including the measurement of displacement, velocity, vibration, laser related parameters,
thickness, mechanical resonance, imaging, material parameter measurement, near-field
microscopy, chaotic radar, acoustic detection, biomedical applications, etc.
Displacement measurement is one of the important applications of SMI-based sensing,
which is widely used in defence, security and many industrial application scenes. In this
thesis, by reviewing the related literature, the existing problems and measurement
restrictions of the conventional SMI-based displacement measurement are recognized.
To lift the restrictions, a new algorithm for micro-displacement measurement using
modulated injection current is proposed and presented in Chapter 2. In this algorithm,
the phase variation of an SMI signal caused by displacement within each modulation
period is considered to be time varying. A set of measurement formula is derived for
calculating displacement basing on Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and its inverse
operation on the observed SMI signals. Based on the Nyquist sampling theorem, the
highest frequency of the reference and SMI signals to be digitized should not exceed
half of the sampling frequency. Hence the proposed technique is able to measure the
displacement of target vibrating at the frequency up to half of the sampling frequency.
The proposed method is able to yield N points of displacement results within each
modulation period of injection current, where N is the number of samples of the SMI
signal available. In contrast, the typical existing methods can only produce a single
measurement point on each period of modulated injection current. Therefore, the
III

proposed method is able to measure the displacement of a target vibrating at a frequency
N

times higher than the existing methods, which is a significant performance

improvement. The effect of windowing on SMI signal and its influence on retrieving
displacement information is also investigated in this thesis. Optimal selection for a
window function is analyzed and presented for reducing measurement error induced by
windowing.
In Chapter 3, an SMI-based experimental system is implemented for microdisplacement sensing. The system design and analysis are performed in terms of LD
external cavity parameters, LD working range, and selection of modulation related
parameters. Detailed measurement procedure including signal acquisition and
processing are summarized. Also a comparison with the FT-based method is presented
in this chapter. In Chapter 2 and 3, both simulation and experiments are conducted to
verify the proposed new measurement method.
As an extended application, above proposed algorithm with high measurement
resolution is further applied for micro-surface measurement in chapter 4. The existing
SMI-based imaging are almost all based on point-by-point scanning strategy with
significant time-consuming disadvantage. In order to overcome this disadvantage, a
beam-expanded SMI configuration for micro-surface topography is proposed and the
related measurement theory is investigated.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Background
When a fraction of external optical feedback re-enters inside cavity of a laser diode
(LD), the laser intensity and optical frequency will thus be altered. This is the so called
self-mixing effect (SME) in a laser [1]. An LD sensing system based on SME is often
called as self-mixing interferometry (SMI). The modulated laser intensity is called an
SMI signal. An SMI-based sensing system has a minimum part-count scheme, and is
simple for engineering implementation with fast response and high sensitivity. As a
promising noncontact sensing technology, SMI has attracted much attention of
researchers in recent decades due to its low cost in implementation, and ease in optical
alignment. Various SMI-based sensing applications have been reported, including the
measurement of displacement, velocity, vibration, laser related parameters, thickness,
mechanical resonance [2-16], etc. Recently, SMI-based sensing has been extended for
imaging, material parameter measurement, near-field microscopy, chaotic radar,
acoustic detection, biomedical applications [17-24], etc. A schematic diagram of an SMI
system is shown in the following Figure 1-1.

Figure 1- 1. Schematic diagram of an SMI system.

The three-mirror model [23] of the SMI system in Figure 1-1 can be briefly described as
following: The core part of an SMI system consists of a single longitudinal mode
1

Semiconductor Laser (SL) and an external target. r1 , r2 and r3 are the reflectivity of the
two facets of LD and the external target, Lin is the length of the internal cavity of LD
and L is the length of the external cavity.
An SMI sensing system works when a small portion of light is back-scattered or
reflected by an external target and re-enters into LD internal active cavity. The reentered light modulates both amplitude and frequency of the emitted LD output signal
[25-28]. This modulated SMI signal can be used to detect metrological quantities
associated with the external target and the parameters associated with the LD itself. The
advantages of using an SMI-based sensing system to perform measurement have been
presented in [3]:


The SMI system’s part-count is minimal, which means no optical interferometer
external to the source is required. This leads to a simple and compact set-up.



The SMI signal can be achieved on any point of the beam and even very weak
optical feedback can cause self-mixing effect. This means the possibility for
detection of the diffusive target’s movement or complex target’s surface.



Sensitivity of the scheme is very high. The resolution for sensing can be achieved
with fringe-counting for half-wavelength and with analog processing for sub-halfwavelength.

Due to these advantages, the SMI has been intensively investigated both theoretically
and experimentally for exploring various sensing applications. In these applications,
displacement measurement is one of the important applications of SMI-based sensing.
A typical SMI-based displacement measurement system contains just an LD, a lens and
a target to be measured. In one class of SMI-based displacement measurements, the LD
is set with a constant bias injection current [29-34]. This class of SMI-based
displacement is suitable for a displacement larger than half wavelength (  / 2 ). Another
class of SMI-based displacement measurement method introduces a modulation to the
SMI system through LD injection current or external cavity [35-40]. This class can
measure a displacement with high measurement resolution and the displacement can be
less than  / 2 . The latter SMI displacement sensing with modulation configuration is a
good candidate for micro-displacement sensing. Furthermore, the latter class can be
extended for profile measurement, which can be widely applied in many applications
such as quality control in a production line, biomedicine, robotics, measurement of
2

mechanical wear, and the recording of surface shape data for the determination of the
3D deformation or strain analysis in holographic interferometry [41]. Therefore the
proposed research topic on micro-displacement measurement in this thesis has
important significance for many practical applications. However, the existing methods
in the research area of the proposed topic cannot achieve satisfactory measurement
resolution. The objective of this thesis is to explore a new method to enhance the
sensing capability in terms of measurement resolution and accuracy for an SMI system
by optimally designing its physical operation conditions and incorporating with
advanced signal processing.
This chapter gives an introduction and background for this thesis. Section 1.1 briefly
shows the background of SMI model, its advantages and its sensing applications. A
literature review for the SMI has been given in Section 1.2 in terms of the signal
analysis. Based on the investigation of reviewed articles, the existing problems for
investigating the measurement applications of the SMI are presented in Section 1.3.
Section 1.4 shows the structure of this thesis.

1.2 Literature Review
In the late 1960s, it was first reported that when a fraction of the light reflected by a
remote target re-enters the laser cavity, both the amplitude and the frequency of the
lasing field will be altered [1]. The external optical feedback can provide information of
the LD’s physical characteristics and is useful in optical communication systems [42,
43]. At the same time, this phenomenon contributes to the discovery of a new class of
laser interferometry called as optical feedback interferometry (OFI) or SMI [21]. In the
early SMI-based applications in 1970s, Doppler shift caused by a moving remote target
was detected by using SMI with gas lasers [21]. In 1980s, sensing applications based on
SMI technology in low-cost SLs were reported [22, 44]. Since then, various SMI-based
applications appeared, and SMI-based sensing technology entered a new and wide era.

1.2.1 Self-mixing Interferometric Model and Signal Waveforms
A. Three Mirror Model

3

The mathematical model of the SMI can be derived from the classical three mirrors
model consisting of a Fabry-Perot type laser with facet reflection coefficients r1 and r2 ,
and the target with the reflection coefficient of r3 [23], as shown in Figure 1-1.
Therefore, a simplified arrangement based on the schematic diagram shown in Figure 11 can be used for carrying out the derivation, which is shown in the following Figure 12:

Figure 1- 2. Equivalent two-mirror model for Figure 1-1.

Assuming in Figure 1-1 that r2 r3  1 , i.e., there is only first-time reflection within the
external cavity, the equivalent reflection coefficient reff at the laser front facet can be
expressed as [23, 24]:



reff  r2  1  r2

2

r e
3

 js

 Aeff e

 jeff

(1.1)

where s is the altered laser angular frequency,  is the laser roundtrip time in the
external cavity, and   2L c

as c

is the speed of light; the amplitude

Aeff  r2 1   cos s   , phase eff   sin s  , where  is the optical feedback
strength and   1  r22  r3 r2 .
As the roundtrip phase in the internal cavity must be equal to an integer multiple of 2 ,
the phase condition of compound cavity of the three mirror model can be described as
below [23]:

2q    gc  gth  Lin   in s  0   eff

(1.2)

where q is an integer,  is the linewidth enhancement factor [15, 16, 25-28, 45-50],

 in  2 Lin / c is the laser roundtrip time in the internal cavity, 0 is the angular
frequency of the solitary laser without OF, g c and gth are respectively the threshold
gain with and without external cavity:
1
g th  as  Lin 1ln  r1r2  



(1.3)
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where as is the optical loss in the internal cavity.
Also, g c also must satisfy the amplitude condition of the compound cavity [23, 24]:
 gc  as  Lin 

r1 Aeff e

1

(1.4)

The threshold gain difference can be calculated as:
g c  gth  


cos  s 
Lin

(1.5)

Letting q  0 , the phase equation of an SMI system can be presented as:

s  0 


 1   2 sin s  arctan   
 in

Denoting s  s , 0  0 and C 

(1.6)


 1   2 , the core part of the SMI model can
 in

be finally derived as:

s  0  C sin s  arctan  

(1.7)

where s and 0 are respectively the laser phase corresponding to the SMI and nonSMI signals.
B. SMI Model Described by Lang-Kobayashi Equations
Interestingly, Eq. (1.7) can also be achieved solving the well-known Lang and
Kobayashi (L-K) equations which are based on Lamb’s equation [5]. Compared to the
three mirrors model, the point-independent L-K equations describe the dynamic
behaviour of a single mode SL with external optical feedback (EOF). The L-K
equations [51] were first proposed in 1980, which are shown as below:
dE  t  1 
1 

 G  N  t  , E  t     E  t    E  t   
dt
2 
 p 
 in
 cos 0    t     t    

d  t 
dt

1 
1   E  t   
  G  N  t  , E  t     
2 
 p   in E  t 

(1.8)

(1.9)

 sin 0    t     t   
dN  t 
dt

J

N  t

s

 G  N  t , E t  E2  t

(1.10)
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where G  N  t  , E  t    GN  N  t   N 0  1  E 2  t   is the modal gain per unit of
time.
Three variables describe the dynamic behavior of the LD with EOF: the electric field
amplitude E  t  , the electric field phase   t  and the carrier density N  t  .
The dynamics of the SL with an EOF system are governed by three parameters: the
injection current J , the feedback strength  and the external roundtrip time  . The
other parameters in Eqs. (1.8)-(1.10) are related to the solitary SL itself, and are treated
as constants for a specific SL. The physical meanings and the values of the parameters
used for simulations in this section are defined as in Table 1-1, adopted from [52].
Table 1- 1. Physical meanings and typical values of parameters in L-K equations
Symbol

t

Physical Meaning
time

E t 

electric field amplitude

N t 

carrier density

p

photon life time



feedback strength

in


internal cavity round-trip time

0

laser angular frequency without feedback

 t 

Value

2.0  10  12 s
8.0  10 12 s

external roundtrip time
2.42  1015 rad 1

electric field phase



line-width enhancement factor

J

injection current

3

GN

modal gain coefficient

N0

carrier density at transparency

1.1  10 24 m 3



nonlinear gain compression coefficient

2.5  10 23 m 3



confinement factor

s

carrier life time

8.1  10 13 m 3 s 1

0.3
2.0  10 9 s

In 1995, Donati et al. [29] obtained the analytical SMI model by solving the steadystate solutions of the L-K equations. Assuming that Es , N s and s are the steady-state
solutions of L-K equations for electric field amplitude, carrier density and angular
frequency respectively, by setting dE  t  dt  0 , d  t  dt  s  0 and dN  t  dt  0 ,
we have E  t   E  t     Es , N  t   N s , and   t   s  0  t , thus the well-known
steady-state solutions can be obtained as below [2, 5, 29, 51-53]:
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s  0 


 1   2 sin s  arctan  
 in

N s  N0 

2 cos s 
1

 p GN
 inGN

Es2 

J  Ns  s
GN  N s  N 0 

Introducing 0  0 , s  s and C 

(1.11)
(1.12)
(1.13)


 1   2 , Eq. (1.11) can be re-written as:
 in

s  0  C sin s  arctan  

(1.14)

where s and 0 are respectively the laser phase corresponding to the SMI and nonSMI signals, C is the optical feedback factor.
Equation (1.14) is called as the phase equation, which is the core part of the existing
SMI model, and is exactly the same as Eq. (1.7) derived from the three mirrors model.
By inserting Eq. (1.12) into Eq. (1.13), the normalized variation of the SL output
intensity (called as SMI signal g ) can expressed as below [29]:

g  cos s 

(1.15)

Eqs. (1.14) and (1.15) constitute the existing SMI model which has been widely
accepted to describe the waveforms of SMI signals [3, 4, 24, 29, 30, 34, 53-55].
C. Signal Features
In the L-K based SMI model, the optical feedback factor C is an important parameter
characterizing the waveform of an SMI signal. It has been accepted that the operating
regime of an SMI system can be divided into three regimes based on the value of C , i.e.,
weak feedback regime for C  1 , moderate feedback regime for 1  C  4.6 and strong
feedback regime for C  4.6 [4, 5].
In the simulations below, supposing that the external target is applied with a sinusoidal
movement of L  t   L0  L  sin  2 ft  , where L0 , L and f are the initial external
cavity length, the displacement amplitude and movement frequency respectively, which
are set as L0  0.155m , L  1.50 and f  100 Hz , thus the time varying optical phase
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can be expressed as: 0  t   4L  t  0  6  sin  2 ft  rad . In the following, the
signal features are presented at different regimes.


In weak feedback regime with C  1 , Eq. (1.14) presents a unique mapping
between 0 and s . Figure 1-3 shows the relationship between 0 and s as well
as g and 0 when C  0.5 and   3 . Figure 1-4 (a) shows the set phase
correlated to the target’s displacement. From Figure 1-4 (b), the features of the
SMI signal can be summarized as below:


The SMI signal waveform is with a sinusoidal fringe pattern similar to the
traditional interference fringes;



Each fringe period corresponds to a phase shift that is equivalent to an
external target’s displacement of half laser wavelength [50], e.g.,  / 2 .

Figure 1- 3. (a) Relationship between 0 and s ; (b) Relationship between g and 0 when
C  0.5 and   3 .
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Figure 1- 4. (a) A time-varying optical phase caused by the target movement; (b) The
corresponding SMI signal when C  0.5 and   3 .



In moderate feedback regime of 1  C  4.6 , Eq. (1.14) may yield multiple s and
the SMI signal shows asymmetric hysteresis and produces sawtooth-like fringes.
Figure 1-5 shows the relationship between 0 and s as well as g and 0 when

C  2.5 and   3 . The actual behaviour is analyzed in [22, 28, 29, 55],
indicating that s and g will vary along the route A1  B  B1 when 0
increases, and it will change to follow the route of

B1  A1  A when 0

decreases. Similar to the weak feedback regime case, a sinusoidal displacement is
depicted the same as in Figure 1-4 (a), and the corresponding SMI signal g  t  is
as shown in Figure 1-6 (b). The features of the SMI signal can be summarized as:


The SMI signal waveform is with a sawtooth–like fringe pattern;



Each fringe period corresponds to a phase shift that is equivalent to an
external target’s displacement of  / 2 ;



The inclination of the fringe indicates the real-time moving direction of the
external target.
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Figure 1- 5. (a) Relationship between 0 and s ; (b) Relationship between g and 0 when
C  2.5 and   3 .

Figure 1- 6. (a) A time-varying optical phase caused by the target movement; (b) The
corresponding SMI signal when C  2.5 and   3 .



In strong feedback regime of C  4.6 , Eq. (1.14) may yield multiple s and the
SMI signal shows asymmetric hysteresis and produces sawtooth-like fringes.
Figure 1-7 (a) shows the relationship between 0 and s as well as g and 0
when C  6 and   3 . The actual behaviour is analyzed in [55], indicating that

s and g will vary along the route B  B1  D  D1 when 0 increases, and it
will change to follow the route of

C1  C  A1  A when 0 decreases.

Similar to the weak feedback regime case, a sinusoidal displacement is depicted
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the same as in Figure 1-4 (a), and the corresponding SMI signal g  t  is as shown
in Figure 1-8 (b). The features of the SMI signal can be summarized as:


The SMI signal waveform is with a sawtooth–like fringe pattern;



Each fringe period corresponds to a phase shift that is either equivalent to an
external target’s displacement of  / 2 , or larger scales of  , 2 ,…, as the
fringe lost in each pattern is uncertain [56, 57];



The inclination of the fringe indicates the real-time moving direction of the
external target.

Figure 1- 7. (a) Relationship between 0 and s ; (b) Relationship between g and 0 when
C  6 and   3 .

Figure 1- 8. (a) A time-varying optical phase caused by the target movement; (b) The
corresponding SMI signal when C  6 and   3 .
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1.2.2 SMI for Displacement Sensing
Displacement measurement is one of the important applications of SMI-based sensing.
A typical SMI-based displacement measurement system contains just an LD, a lens and
a target to be measured. The brief research history of SMI-based displacement sensing
is reviewed below:
A. Early development of SMI-based displacement sensing
In 1978, Donati developed a compact self-aligning interferometry utilising a SME to
measure displacement [21]. Donati indicated that the field backscattered from a remote
surface into the laser cavity induces an efficient modulation, both in amplitude and
frequency, of the cavity field. The modulating signals are the interferometric
components (sin and cos) of object optical path length, which can be recovered by
heterodyne detection through a separate reference-frequency mode. Using a dual
polarization Zeeman stabilized He-Ne laser, a compact self-aligning interferometer is
developed. After demodulation for both the amplitude and the frequency of the laser
cavity field, the information of the target’s displacement can be obtained. The schematic
diagram of the interferometer is depicted as shown in Figure 1-9.

Figure 1-9. Schematic diagram of the interferometer [21].
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In 1987, Yoshino et al. presented two types of interferometer to measure displacement
[58]. The two interferometers are based on the technique of locking the phase of the
laser to a certain condition and consequently tuning the optical frequency. Active laser
diode interferometers in which the interference signal is fed back to the diode current
are investigated for Twyman-Green and self-coupling interferometers. The TwymanGreen interferometer is stabilized with a stabilization factor of more than 100. By using
the feedback signal of either type of interferometer, displacement is measured in a linear
scale over a dynamic range of 8 ~ 9 m with a precision of 10 ~ 60nm at the operating
laser wavelength of 633nm .
B. SMI-based displacement sensing with a constant bias injection current
In a class of SMI-based displacement measurements, the LD is set with a constant bias
injection current. For example, in 1995, Donati et al. firstly developed a fringe counting
method based on the fact that each fringe on an SMI waveform corresponds to a halfwavelength (  / 2 ) displacement of a moving target [29]. Their experimental setup is as
shown in Figure 1-10. Displacement measurements without sign ambiguity are
performed by counting the fast switchings in the photo-detected current when the laser
is operated in the moderate feedback regime. The instrument is based on a very simple
optical set-up and straightforward electronic signal processing. This compact system has
a sufficiently wide range of operation to ensure measurements of 1.2m displacements
on distances up to 2.5m . In this work, they also illustrated the mathematical model
based on L-K equations. Although the resolution is limited, it provided a proper solution
for SMI-based displacement sensing.

Figure 1-10. Schematic diagram for the fringe counting displacement measurement [29].
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The work in [29] was further improved to enhance measurement resolution by Merlo
and Donati in 1997 [30]. The work in [30] implemented a phase unwrapping algorithm
to reconstruct displacement with an ambiguous displacement waveform of an external
target from a single interferometric signal. Reconstruction accuracy is on the order of
tens of nanometers for displacements of a few micrometers. However, the
reconstruction algorithm can only work for a weak feedback level where each fringe of
an SMI signal is approximately a sinusoidal shape.
When an LD receives moderated optical feedback, the fringe will change to saw-toothlike shape. In 1998, Servagent et al. proposed to perform linear interpolation within
each fringe to obtain displacement by using the saw-tooth feature of such SMI signals
[31]. The block diagram for their experimental setup is depicted in Figure 1-11. A noncontact sensor using the self-mixing interference inside a single-mode laser diode has
been designed to measure displacements with law of motion. By using an appropriate
signal processing based on the interpretation of the interfringe of the sawtooth-like
optical power variations, they proposed a principle of linearity to interpret the sawtoothlike optical power variations. The results showed that the proposed method can achieve
a measurement resolution of  /12 . However, the linear interpolation has a theoretical
measurement error as the fringe shape at moderate level is not a saw-tooth strictly.

Figure 1-11. Block diagram of the experimental set-up for displacement measurements [31].

In 2005 and 2006, Plantier et al. [32] and Bes et al. [33] presented a new displacement
reconstruction algorithm suitable for moderate feedback level. This method provides a
real-time measurement of the C value using an optimization criterion based on the
instantaneous power of the reconstructed signal discontinuities. The maximum error of
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the reconstructed displacement is 40nm for both harmonic and aleatory displacement.
However, the algorithm contains an inherent system error and is sensitive to noise.

Figure 1-12. Principle of signal processing for joint estimation of the target displacement L(t ) , coupling
factor C , and the linewidth enhancement factor  [32].

In 2011, Fan et al. [34] further improved the work in [32, 33] by fully considering the
fringe shape at different feedback levels. In this work, the characteristics associated with
signals observed in SMI systems are studied, based on which a new procedure is
proposed for achieving accurate estimation of the laser phase. The studies also revealed
the reasons for the inherent errors associated with the existing SMI-based techniques for
displacement measurement. Then, this paper presents a new method for estimating the

C value in real time. Combining the new algorithms for estimating the laser phase and
updating C value, they finally present a novel technique for displacement measurement
with improved accuracy performance in contrast to existing techniques. This class of
SMI-based displacement is typically suitable for a displacement larger than  / 2 .
C. SMI-based displacement sensing with a modulated injection current
Another class of SMI-based displacement measurement method introduces a
modulation to the SMI system through LD injection current or external cavity. When a
self-mixing laser diode (SMLD) is modulated by an injection current in periodic
waveform, the phase of the detected SMI signal in each modulation period contains the
information related to micro-displacement smaller than  / 2 of the external cavity.
Thus, this class can measure a displacement with high measurement resolution and the
displacement can be less than  / 2 .
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While considering the influence of introducing modulated current to the driving signal
of LD, the schematic diagram of the SMI system with modulated injection current can
be seen in Figure 1-13.

Figure 1-13. Schematic diagram of the SMI system with modulated injection current.

For example, in 1989, Suzuki et al. modulated the injection current with a sinusoidal
waveform [35]. The interference signal is sampled synchronously with the sinusoidal
phase modulation signal, as shown in the experimental implementation of Figure 1-14.
In this method, the carrier component in the interference signal is removed by sampling
the signal at specified times. At each zero-cross point of the modulation, the phase of
the SMI signal can be detected. Thus, displacement measurements for 2 points can be
obtained in a modulation period. However, the non-linearity of sinusoidal modulation
may cause unexpected measurement error.

Figure 1-14. Real time displacement measurement system with synchronous sampling of the sinusoidal
phase modulated interference signal [35]. LM: Laser diode modulator; ZCC: Zero-crossing comparator;
BS: Beam splitter.

In 1995, Kato et al. adopted both triangular and saw-tooth injection current into the SMI
system [36]. The SMI system is as shown in Figure 1-15, which can generate a pulse
train due to target displacement. In order to stabilize the undulation signal, the
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relationship between the feedback rate and the oscillation behaviour of the LD was
investigated. The results revealed that the undesired higher order undulation could be
suppressed by a low feedback rate. In addition, a new current modulation technique for
the LD was developed for improving the performance of the signal processing based on
a pseudo-heterodyne scheme. The displacement is measured by detecting the phase shift
for the pulse train between adjacent modulation periods with a resolution of 25nm .

Figure 1-15. A non-contacting SMI sensing system using external object [36].

In 1999, Suzuki et al. also implemented displacement measurement with triangular
modulation through injection current [37]. With phase-locked technique introduced in
[58], as shown in the experimental setup of Figure 1-16, the phase of the laser intensity
signal correlated to the displacement can be obtained by measuring the feedback control
current to the LD. The phase-lock technique is useful in eliminating external
disturbances and in fixing the phase of the SMI signal at a specific value. Absolute
distance is not measured by the period, but by the frequency of the SMI signal under
feedback control. Displacement is measured using conventional phase-locked laser
diode interferometry. In this work, displacement measurement is not implemented by
numerical calculation, but by feedback control in LD’s interferometry. Thus, the
measurement can be performed in real time, and special signal processing is not
required. This measurement resolution is related to the modulation frequency of the
feedback control system.

Figure 1-16. Experimental setup of the phase-locked LD self-mixing interferometer. ND: Neutral-desity;
OSC: oscillator; SPC: signal processing circuit [37].
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In 2001, Ming Wang presented a system with a saw-tooth injection current [38]. With
the experimental setup in Figure 1-17, by applying Fourier transform (FT) on the
captured SMI signal at each modulation period, they can calculate the correlated phase
and thus the displacement. The method can reach a precision of  / 50 . With the
simplicity of the system, it is applicable to some industrial field such as displacement
sensor, surface profiler and machining control.

Figure 1-17. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup [38].

In 2005, Dongmei Guo et al. proposed a sinusoidal phase modulating technique by
placing an electro-optic modulator on an SMI basic structure [39]. With this setup as
shown in Figure 1-18, displacement information can be extracted by analyzing the
phase of an SMI signal using fast Fourier transform (FFT). This method can reduce the
measurement error to 10nm . The measurement range of the system mainly depends on
the maximum operating frequency of an eletro-optic modulator (EOM) and the
maximum sampling rate of A/D converter.

Figure 1-18. Experimental setup in [39].

In 2010, in order to carry real-time displacement measurement and improve the
resolution, Ming Wang et al. improved the previous algorithm in [39] with “integrating18

bucket algorithm”, used a similar experimental implementation, and proposed a selfmixing interference method based on sinusoidal phase modulation [40]. During one
period of the phase modulation, four integrations of the SMI signal are completed and
then the phase of interference can be calculated in a very short computation time. The
accuracy of this method is in the order of nanometers with the measuring range up to a
few micrometers.
In above displacement sensing systems with modulation technique in [36-38], the
displacement is obtained by detecting the correlated phase of an SMI related signal at
each modulation period. Thus, only one measurement point can be obtained within a
modulation period. Hence, the measurement resolution is largely limited by the
modulation frequency of the injection current. In addition, to acquire more accurate
phase detection, the signal within a modulation period should contain many fringes.
This will require a long initial distance between the LD and the target as the number of
the fringes within one period is linearly correlated to the distance, and high modulation
magnitude to distinguish the oscillation of the fringes against the modulation amplitude.
The work of this thesis aims to lift or relax the measurement restriction for the existing
techniques.

1.2.3 SMI for Profile Measurement
The profile measurement of an object is needed for many applications such as quality
control in a production line, biomedicine, robotics, measurement of mechanical wear,
and the recording of surface shape data for the determination of the three-dimensional
(3D) deformation or strain analysis in holographic interferometry [59-63].
There are several known methods used for profile measurement:


Triangulation [64-66].



Fringe projection (also called Moire method) [67-69].



Interferometric methods [70, 71].



Speckle interferometry [72-74].

The SMI based imaging can be classified into two classes. In one class, the LD is set to
operate at a steady-state. The laser can be operated at a constant bias current, such as the
works in [75-77], using SMI in a confocal microscope configuration. The optical
feedback from a target surface will cause the change in bias current. This change is
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directly related to the change in the target’s surface profile. The imaging can also be
achieved using SMI by linear frequency sweeping, such as the work in [41, 78]. In this
case, the bias driving current for the LD is modulated by a triangular function. The
optical feedback can cause periodical fluctuation on the triangular waveform. The
average frequency variation between the fringes in the rising and falling part of the
triangular waveform is proportional to the distance between the laser and the external
target. And the square-wave modulation scheme is proposed for SMI imaging in THz
laser [79]. This modulation scheme can achieve high frame-rate imaging.
In another class, the laser operates at relaxation oscillation state. In this case, the
dynamic response of a laser is highly sensitive to frequency-shifted optical feedback.
3D images can be obtained from the amplitude (mainly related to the target’s surface
reflectivity) or phase (related to the profilometry) of a laser output signal by moving the
target in three dimensions using micrometric motorized stages or by moving the laser
beam using a galvanometric scanner [80, 81].

1.3 Outstanding Issues and Objectives
In Section 1.2, we reviewed the related literature on the mathematical model of an SMI
system and existing sensing methods for displacement measurement, from which the
outstanding research issues and objectives are recognized and listed as below:


Although some discussions and modifications have been made in [82], a typical
SMI system with a constant bias injection current to an LD is only suitable for the
case when a displacement is larger than  / 2 . However, in many applications, it
is required to measure micro-displacement with its magnitude less than  / 2 .
Hence, the research topic for micro-displacement sensing is important.



An SMI system with modulation techniques is a good candidate for microdisplacement sensing. However, the existing SMI-based systems for displacement
suffer problems with measurement resolution. Generally, only one measurement
point can be obtained within an injection modulation period. To improve the
resolution, a very high modulation frequency is required. However this is
restricted by LD response performance and its linear operation range. In addition,
to achieve an accurate displacement detection, each modulation period should
contain a large number of SMI fringes. This will require a long initial distance
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between the LD and the target and high modulation magnitude for the injection
current. These requirements are difficult to realize in practical applications. This
thesis thus aims to develop new measurement algorithms using time-frequency
analysis [83, 84] to lift the existing restrictions. Also the related signal processing
on SMI signals will be investigated to improve sensing performance.


Typically, the existing SMI-based profile measurement methods are based on
point-by-point scanning strategy which is time-consuming. To achieve fast image
sensing, it is expected to develop a beam-expanded SMI system for micro-surface
topography. SMI pattern can be acquired by using a charge-coupled device (CCD).
The related profile reconstruction algorithms are required to be developed.

1.4 Thesis Organization
This thesis consists of five chapters:
Chapter 1 presents a brief introduction and background to this research project. Firstly,
in Section 1.1, the background of the SMI technology is introduced which contains the
basic system structure, its advantages compared to the traditional two-beam
interferometry, and its applications. Secondly, In Section 1.2, the literature related to
behavior study of an SMI system is reviewed. The SMI theoretical model originated
from both the three mirror and L-K models is presented. Based on the SMI model, the
characteristics of the SMI waveform as well as its mechanism related to the model are
described. Specifically, the conventional SMI-based displacement sensing methods
derived from L-K equations are presented, together with those introducing the
modulation into the LD’s injection current. And lastly, a brief review of the existing
methods for profile measurement is presented. Based on the literature review in Section
1.2, existing problems on measurement sensing with an SMI system, and the
corresponding research goals of this thesis are summarized. At the end of Chapter 1, the
organization of this thesis is given.
Chapter 2 gives a complete and accurate analysis for a new measurement algorithm. In
this algorithm, the phase of an SMI signal caused by displacement within each
modulation period is considered to be time varying. A measurement formula is derived
for calculating displacement basing on applying Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and its
inverse operation on the observed SMI signal. The proposed method can measure the
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displacement for multiple points within a modulation period, hence improving the
sensing performance. In Section 2.1, we introduce the basic principle of the FT-based
method for displacement measurement. Then the proposed algorithm is presented in
Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, we consider the effect of windowing occurring in the signal
processing, which will significantly affect the retrieving performance of the proposed
algorithm.
Chapter 3 presents the information of experimental setup for analyzing the SMI-based
micro-displacement sensing system and the related experimental results. In Section 3.1,
the structure of experimental setup is introduced in details. Important factors that would
significantly influence the experiments are discussed in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, the
procedure for experimental data acquisition is illustrated. Then the related experimental
results and discussions are given in Section 3.4.
Chapter 4 proposes a point–by-point topography retrieving method in Section 4.1
presentation, in order to show the capability of the proposed algorithm in Chapter 2.
Moreover, in order to overcome the disadvantage that the existing SMI-based imaging
methods are all based on point-by-point scanning strategy which is time-consuming, a
beam-expanded self-mixing interference configuration for micro-surface topography is
presented in Section 4.2.
Chapter 5 summarizes the research activities in, and contributions made by this thesis,
and at last suggests the possible future research topics.
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Chapter 2 Micro-displacement Measurement
In this chapter, starting from studying the Fourier transform (FT) based method for the
micro-displacement measurement, the existing problem is recognized. Then, a new
method is proposed including the derivation of measurement formula, simulation
verification, together with the comparison to show the advantage over the FT-based
method. The effect of windowing occurring in the signal processing is also considered,
which will significantly affect the retrieving performance of the proposed algorithm.

2.1 Principle of FT-based Method
2.1.1 System Description

Figure 2-1. Schematic diagram of an SMI-based displacement sensing system.

As shown in Figure 2-1, a schematic diagram of an SMI-based displacement sensing
system is depicted. The system contains three main parts:


The laser source which contains the LD, the LD driver to provide a modulated
injection current and a lens to collimate the emitted laser;



The external target contains a mirror with flat surface, a piezoelectric transducer
(PZT) actuator for the mirror to be glued on, the PZT controller, together with a
signal generator to provide a driving signal for micro-displacement;
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By illuminating laser onto the target, the modulated LD output intensity is
referred as an SMI signal combined with bias. The signal detection part contains
the photodiode (PD) packaged in the rear of the LD, the detection circuit to
transform and amplify the signal, and the oscilloscope to sample and record the
signal.

By measuring the time-varying phase related to target movements, we can retrieve the
target’s displacement on the personal computer (PC). The basic measuring resolution of
the FT-based method depends on the modulation frequency of the injection current. The
mathematical model and measuring method are demonstrated in the following sections.

2.1.2 Mathematical Model
As presented in 1.2.1.C, from the waveform of the SMI signal generated by the L-K
equations, we can see that when the system is working at a weak feedback level ( C  1 ),
the waveform is approximately sinusoidal. In this case, the output intensity g of the
SMI signal can be expressed as B cos   t  , where B is the undulation coefficient, and
t is the time [38].

Supposing the LD works within a linear region, that is there is a linear relation between
the injection current and the laser frequency   t  , as well as for the laser output
intensity A(t ) .In the sensing system shown in Figure 2-1, if the modulated injection
current is a sawtooth-like waveform with a period of T , the laser frequency can be
expressed as [38]:

  t   0    t  T  , t  T
where 0 is the bias part of the laser frequency, 

(2.1)

is the modulating coefficient

corresponding to optical frequency change, which can be regarded as a constant when
the modulation frequency ( 1 T ) remains below tens of MHz. Correspondingly, the
linear modulation component without feedback can be expressed as:

A  t   A0    t  T  , t  T

(2.2)
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where A0 is the bias part of the output intensity and  is the modulating coefficient. In
other words, when the waveform of injection current is given, A(t ) can be considered
as known.
When considering an external target, the output intensity captured by the oscilloscope
will be the superposition of A(t ) and B cos   t  . Within each modulation period T ,
the overall laser intensity looks like a step-shaped ramp, and can be expressed as:

I  t   A  t   B cos   t  , t  T

(2.3)

As A(t ) has nothing to do with the external optical feedback of the laser, it can be
subtracted from Eq. (2.3) when the SMI signal is analyzed. Φ  t  is the time varying
light phase in the external cavity and B cos Φ  t  is the conventional SMI signal for
processing. The information of micro-displacement to be sensed is carried in Φ  t  . The
measurement is now focused on phase measurement for the SMI signal B cos Φ  t  .
This will need very good understanding and processing for the waveforms of signals.
The waveforms of the signals I  t  , A  t  and B cos   t  are as shown in Figure 2-2.

Figure 2-2. Waveforms in an SMI with modulated injection current when C  1 . (a) Step-shaped ramp
output intensity I  t  ; (b) Sawtooth-like linear laser intensity A  t  ; (c) SMI signal B cos   t  after
removing A  t  .
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With injection current and optical feedback, we can receive step-shaped ramp signals
from the PD, as shown in Figure 2-2 (a). After removing the modulation component

A  t  in Figure 2-2 (b), a fringe-shaped SMI signal can be gained, as shown in Figure 22 (c).
The phase of SMI signal depends on the optical frequency and the external cavity length,
which is satisfied by
Φ t  

4  t 

c
  t   0   t

L t 

.

(2.4)

L  t   L0  d  t 

Optical frequency   t  contains the initial optical frequency 0 and the frequency
change  t caused by the injection current (which can be measured by spectrometer).
The external cavity length L  t  contains the original external cavity length L0 and the
target’s displacement d  t  , c is the speed of light. Thus, Eq. (2.4) can be expressed as:
Φ  t   4

0   t


t
t
 L0  d t  4 L0  4 0 L0  4 0 d t  4 d t  . (2.5)
c
c
c
c
c

We denote:
fc 

2 L0
c

0
,
L0
c

  t   4 0 d  t 
c

(2.6)

0  4

where f c is the carrier frequency ， 0

is the constant phase part ，   t  the phase

correlated to the displacement d  t  . As L0  d  t  , the term 4

t
d  t  can be
c

neglected. Thus, Eq. (2.5) can be re-written as:

Φ  t   2 f ct  0    t  .

(2.7)

From Eq. (2.3) and (2.5), the Fourier transform of the signal can be written as:
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Iˆ      I t  exp   2 i t  dt


 Aˆ     Bˆ1    f c  exp i   Bˆ1   f c  exp i  ...

(2.8)

    t   0
By selecting the peak of the Fourier spectrum of B cos   t  within one period of
modulation, we can find the carrier frequency f c , and obtain the phase of fringe signal
from its real parts and imaginary parts of the Fourier coefficient

  arctan

Im Iˆ  fc 
.
Re Iˆ  f 

(2.9)

c

The phase corresponding to the displacement is

  t     0 .

(2.10)

And the displacement of the target is
d t  

c
40

 t  


 t  ,
4

(2.11)

where  is the wavelength of the laser. Eq. (2.11) is the formula to determine the
displacement from the phase.

2.1.3 Measurement Method
An existing way is to use FFT method to analyze the SMI signal B cos   t  , determine
the carrier frequency f c and its displacement-correlated phase   t  . SMI signal is
sampled just one period at a time, Fourier transform is applied over every modulation
period. If the target speed is low enough, during each period, the target is regarded as
stationary.
The interference signal is analyzed by FFT algorithm to obtain the frequency and phase
of the signal in every sampling period. Frequency components corresponding to the
external cavity length is determined directly in the Fourier spectra, and the correlated
phase is obtained by calculating the Fourier coefficients of the carrier frequency.
The phase extraction in the temporal domain takes following steps:


Obtaining a fringe distribution of one modulation period from piecewise SMI
signal B cos   t  ;
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Applying sampling and FFT to B cos   t  to obtain a spectra distribution;



Determining the basic carrier frequency f c by selecting the peak in the spectra;



Using Eq. (2.9) and (2.10) to calculate the phase   t  ;



Using Eq. (2.11) to retrieve the micro-displacement d  t  from the phase   t  .

Obviously, the resolution associated with this method is strictly determined by the
modulation frequency of the injection current, as only a single measurement point can
be obtained for d  t  within each modulation period T .

2.1.4 Existing Problems
In the modulation-based displacement sensing systems reviewed in 1.2.2, as well as in
the detailed analyzed system in 2.1, displacement is obtained by detecting the phase
corresponding to the displacement of an SMI-based signal within each modulation
period. Thus, only one measurement point can be obtained within a modulation period,
as shown in Figure 2-3. Supposing the amplitude and frequency of the microdisplacement are d0 and f t , the resolution of this method is limited to 4d0 ftT , where

T is the modulation period. Hence, the measurement resolution is largely limited by the
modulation frequency of the injection current. To achieve high resolution and great
accuracy, it requires to develop an advanced algorithm to retrieve the correlated phase.

Figure 2-3. Micro-displacement retrieving by FT-based method. (a) Initial micro-displacement d  t  ; (b)
Sawtooth-like linear laser intensity A  t  ; (c) Retrieving micro-displacement d r  t  .
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In the following section, a new method is proposed to relax these restrictions mentioned
above, where the phase of an SMI signal caused by displacement within each
modulation period is considered to be time varying. A measurement formula is derived
for calculating displacement by means of Fourier transform and its inverse on the
observed SMI signal. This method can measure the displacement for multiple points
within a modulation period, hence improving the sensing performance.

2.2

Proposed

New

Method

for

Micro-displacement

Measurement
A high-speed moving target will require that the injection current has a very high
modulation frequency, but this will be limited by the LD’s response time. When the
modulation frequency exceeds several tens of kilohertz, delay in the response of LD to
current modulation will become significant, leading to the inequality between different
periods of modulation. Non-linearity in modulation waveform will also be remarkable
and can cause large measurement error. To solve these problems, d  t  should not be
considered as a constant within each modulation period, and instead, it is time varying.
Thus, the importance to develop a new algorithm for retrieving this time varying phase
is significant. The sensing system is still implemented based on Figure 2-1. A new
measurement method is presented below.

2.2.1 Measurement Theory
In order to approximate the real experiment, if we adopt a modulated injection current in
triangular waveform with a modulation period T , then the modulation component A(t )
in Eq. (2.2) can be expressed as:

2n 1 

, t   nT ,
T 
 A0  2 A * t T
2



,
At   
 A  2 A * 1  t T  , t   2n  1 T , n  1 T 





 0
 2


(2.12)
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where A0 is correlated to the DC offset and can be neglected in the simulation, A is
the peak-peak value correlated to modulation depth set by LD driver and n is the
integer. The frequency of modulation is f   1 T .
As mentioned above, A(t ) in Eq. (2.3) is only dependent on the injection current, which
can be considered as known and hence can be subtracted from Eq. (2.3). In the case of
fixed target and modulated injection current, after subtracting A(t ) , the remaining laser
intensity B cos   t  will be sinusoidal, which is called as the reference signal and
denoted as:

I 0  t   B0 cos  0  B0 cos  2 f ct  0  .

(2.13)

Similarly, for the case of moving target with modulated injection current, the laser
intensity after subtracting A(t ) is called as the SMI signal and can be expressed as:
I1  t   B1 cos   t   B1 cos  2 f c t  0    t   ,

(2.14)

where B0 , B1 are the undulation coefficients determined by fixed and moving target
respectively.
Similar to the first formula shown in Eq. (2.8), by applying Euler’s expansion and
continuous Fourier transform (CFT) on Eq. (2.13), we have:
Iˆ0     CF  I 0  t    CF  B0 cos  2 f c t  0  

 B j 2 f t  
 B  j 2 f t   ,
 CF  0 e  c 0    CF  0 e  c 0  
2

2


where CF 



(2.15)

denotes the CFT operation. Due to the nature of the complex exponential,

we can assume that there is no overlap between the contributions of the two terms on
the right hand-side of Eq. (2.15) as the CFT results in the frequency domain.
Therefore, by keeping the first half of Iˆ0    , and setting the remaining half as 0, the
modified CFT results are denoted as I 0 (  ) . After applying inverse CFT (ICFT) on
I 0 (  ) , we have:

B0 j 2 fct 0 
e
 CF 1  I 0     .
2

(2.16)

Similarly, from Eq. (2.14),
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Iˆ1     CF  I1 t    CF B1 cos  2 f ct  0   t 



 B j 2 f t   t  
 B  j 2 f t   t  
 CF  1 e  c 0    CF  1 e  c 0  
2

2


(2.17)

By keeping the first half of Iˆ1    , and setting the remaining half as 0, the modified
CFT results are denoted as I1 (  ) . After applying ICFT on I1 (  ) , we have:

B1 j 2 fct 0  t 
e
 CF 1  I1    
2

(2.18)

Now we are able to detect the phase by considering the product of Eq. (2.18) and the
complex conjugate of Eq. (2.16):

B0 B1 j t 
e
 CF 1  I1      CF 1  I 0    
4






 I      CF


  

*

(2.19)

Finally, we have:

  t   arctan

Im CF 1  I1      CF 1  I0    
Re CF

1

1

1

 I0

*

*

(2.20)

Eq. (2.20) is the formula to determine the phase correlated to the target’s displacement.
As   t   40 d  t  / c , we can retrieve the time varying displacement d r  t  .
Meanwhile, according to the theory in [85], the modulated external phase without feedback is:
0 

4 0  F * Tri  L0
c

 2

0
2 L * F * Tri
F * Tri
(2.21)
2 L0  2
2 L0  0  2 0
c
c
c

Comparing with the model we built in Eq. (2.13), we can find that if we replace 2 f c t
with 2

F * Tri
2 L0 , the model can be revised to show the roundtrip of the target. f 
c

and t

are contained in the triangular waveform Tri . The frequency modulation

coefficient is F   L * I  .  L is the constant optical frequency change character
related to current, specialized for different laser diodes, which has a typical value of
3GHz / mA

fc 

[86], and I 

is the triangular driving current. Thus, we have

2 L0 *  L * I  * f 
. Then the Eq. (2.13) and (2.14) can be re-written as:
c
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2 L * F * Tri 

I 0  t   A  t   B0 cos  0  2 0

c



(2.22)

2 L * F * Tri


I1  t   A  t   B1 cos 0  2 0
   t 
c



(2.23)

The deduction helps to show the influence of the modulated injection current to the
waveforms of the signals captured. In the latter text, we’ll still use equivalent f c to
describe the influence of introducing 2

F * Tri
2 L0 .
c

For the FT-based method presented in Section 2.1, since the target is regarded as
stationary within each modulating period, the measurement resolution is determined by
the modulation frequency. But for the proposed method, the retrieved phase changing
can be regarded as continuous, so that we can enhance the resolution of measurement
when the modulation frequency is limited as in most common situations.

2.2.2 Simulation Verification
In order to simulate the proposed method in 2.2.1, the equations (2.13)~(2.20) need to be
re-written in discrete form. Firstly, we sample the two signals at the rate higher than the
Nyquist rate (i.e., twice of the highest frequency component contained by the two signals),
and within one modulation period, we have N samples, given by:
 2 f c

I 0  nTs   B0 cos 
n  0 
 Fs


(2.24)

 2 f c

I1  nTs   B1 cos 
n  0    nTs  
 Fs


(2.25)

where Ts and Fs are the sampling interval and frequency respectively. By applying
Euler's expansion and FFT on Eq. (2.24) and (2.25), we have:

 B j 2  f T n  
 B  j 2  f T n  
I 0  k   F  I 0  nTs    F  0 e  c s 0    F  0 e  c s 0  
2

2


(2.26)


 B j 2 f T n   nTs  
 B1  j 2 fcTs n0   nTs  
I1  k   F  I1  nTs    F  1 e  c s 0
 F  e
 (2.27)
2

2

Where F 



denotes the fast Fourier transform (FFT) operation. Equations (2.26) and

(2.27) will yield N samples in the frequency domain. By setting an even number, the first
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half of the N FFT samples correspond to the first term of the right hand side of Eq. (2.26)
and (2.27), and the second half of the N FFT samples correspond to the second term of
the right hand side. Therefore, by setting the following:


 I 0  k  for
k  1, 2,..., N / 2
I 0,a  k   
for k  N / 2  1,..., N
 0


 I1  k  for
k  1, 2,..., N / 2
I1,a  k   
for k  N / 2  1,..., N
 0

(2.28)
(2.29)

we have


 B j 2 f T n 
I 0,a  k   F  0 e  c s 0  
2


(2.30)


 B j 2 f T n   nTs  
I1,a  k   F  1 e  c s 0

2


(2.31)

Hence by applying the inverse FFT on Eq. (2.30) and (2.31), we have:

B0 j  2 fcTs n 0 
e
 F 1  I 0,a  k  
2

(2.32)


B1 j 2 fcTs n 0   nTs 
e
 F 1  I1,a  k  
2

(2.33)

Now we are able to detect the phase by considering the product of Eq. (2.33) and the
complex conjugate of Eq. (2.32):


B0 B1 j  nTs 
e
 F 1  I1,a  k   F 1  I 0,a  k  
4





*

(2.34)

Therefore we have:









Im F 1  I1,a  k   F 1  I 0,a  k  
  nTs   arctan


Re F 1  I1,a  k   F 1  I 0,a  k  

*

*

(2.35)

It can be seen that for the number of samples we have for I1  nTs  , the same number of
phase points (thus displacement) can be obtained through Eq. (2.35). In addition, the
undulation coefficients B0 and B1 do not affect the phase measurement in theory.
Comparing to the existing techniques using phase detection, where only a single
measurement point for displacement can be obtained, the proposed algorithm is able to
obtain N points of displacement within each modulation period, and then is suitable for
measurement of moving targets.
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It should be pointed out that FFT should be carefully applied to each of the data blocks.
Firstly, sampling frequency must be integer multiple of the frequency of the injection
current, i.e., Fs / f 

must be a positive integer. Spectral leakage will occur if this

condition is not met. Secondly, the sampling frequency must be higher than the Nyquist
rate (i.e., twice of the highest frequency component). For the sake of simplicity, we only
considered that number of samples is the power of 2, which is required by original FFT
algorithm. When the number of samples is not the power of 2, we can pad zero-values to
make the total number of samples to be the power of 2 so that FFT can be applied.
To verify the proposed algorithm, the main procedure of the simulation test is
summarized as below:


Using Eq. (2.13) and (2.14) to generate the signals I 0  t  and I1  t  .



Obtaining 512 discrete samples by sampling I 0  t  and I1  t  over a rising or
falling part of T / 2 , as shown by Eq. (2.24) and (2.25). Applying 512-point FFT
on the two discrete sequences I 0  nTs  and I1  nTs  , as shown by Eq. (2.26) and
(2.27).





Using Eq. (2.30) and (2.31) to obtain I 0,a  k  and I1,a  k  .



Using Eq. (2.32)~(2.35) to yield   nTs  in each rising and falling part.



Repeating the latter three steps for all half modulation periods, and then we can
calculate and retrieve the whole displacement.

In order to approximate the experiment, the parameters are set as A  100 mV ,
T  0.01s (i.e., f   100 Hz ). For the simulations, we choose 512-point FFT applying

to half period of the modulation signal, and hence the sampling frequency should be
Fs  102.4 kHz . And undulation coefficients B0  5mV , B1  6 mV , initial external

cavity length L0  15.5cm , laser wavelength   c / 0  830nm , equivalent carrier
frequency f c  1100 Hz . As the sampling frequency is about 100 times higher than the
carrier frequency, the Nyquist condition should be met for both the reference signal and
the SMI signal. In this case, the term 4 td  t  c in Eq. (2.5) is only 4.46*104 rad and
its influence can be neglected. The physical meanings and the values of parameters are
listed in Table 2-1.
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Table 2-1. Physical meanings and values of parameters in the simulation
Symbol

At 

Physical Meaning
Modulation component without external target

A

Peak-peak density correlated to modulation depth

T

Modulation period

I 0  t  , I1  t 

B0 , B1

Value

100mV
0.01s

Intensity of fixed/moving target after removing At 
Undulation coefficient determined by fixed/moving target

5mV , 6mV

Fs

Sampling frequency

fc

Carrier frequency caused by optical feedback

0

Constant initial phase of the SMI signal

L0

Initial external cavity length

15.5cm



Laser wavelength

830nm

 t 

Time-varying phase relative to the micro-displacement

d t 

Time-varying micro-displacement

d0

Amplitude of the micro-displacement

ft

Frequency of the micro-displacement

102.4 kHz

1100 Hz

Firstly, in the simulation shown in Figure 2-4, a symmetric displacement is tested to
verify the algorithm as d  t   d0 cos  2 ft t  , d 0  100nm , f t  10 Hz , which means
the target is moving in a 10 Hz sinusoidal waveform with a peak-peak amplitude of

200nm . Supposing that the moving target has no time domain delay to the fixed target
in the simulation. As mentioned in Section 2.1, the model is simplified with the
assumption that the system is working in weak feedback regime and SMI signals are
regarded as sinusoidal, so that the  and C values are not needed to be specified in the
simulations.
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Figure 2-4. Simulation of waveforms. (a) The target displacement d  t  ; (b) Triangular modulation
component A  t  ; (c) Reference signal intensity I 0  t  with fixed target after removing A  t  ; (d) SMI
signal intensity I1  t  with moving target after removing A  t  .

By using Step 1, after removing the modulation, the two fringe signals at the first period
of triangular waveform contain 11 fringes, 5.5 fringes in each rising/falling part, and are
shown as in Figure 2-5 (a), (b) and (c).

(a)
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(b)

(c)

Figure 2-5. Detailed waveforms of A  t  , I 0  t  , I1  t  : (a) In the first triangular period; (b) In the first
rising part; (c) In the first falling part.

By applying Step 2, 3 and 4, the retrieving phases in the first rising part and the first
falling part are as depicted in Figure 2-6 (a) and (b), together with the error between the
retrieving phase and the original phase.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2-6. The comparison of the original phase and retrieving phase: (a) In the first rising part; (b) In
the first falling part.

Repeating the retrieving process in each rising/falling part, we can obtain the retrieving
phase and micro-displacement in a whole period of target movement, shown as in
Figure 2-7 (a) and (b).
For the retrieving result from the proposed method, the maximum phase error in each
rising/falling part is within 5.26 *10 5 rad , and the maximum displacement error in each
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part is within 3.48*10-3 nm . Thus, the relative error of the proposed method is
max

d  t   d r t 
max d  t 

*100%  0.00348% .

(a)

(b)
Figure 2-7. (a) Comparison of the original phase and retrieving phase; (b) Comparison of the original
displacement d  t  and retrieving displacement d r  t  .

As the result shows, the retrieved target displacement matches well with the displacement
set in the simulation. Within each rising and falling part of the triangle waves, the number
of samples is N  Fs * T 2  512 , which means 512 displacement points can be
measured by the proposed algorithm, and the resolution is 512 times higher than FT-based
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method, where only one measurement point can be obtained.
As mentioned above the proposed method requires that the two terms on the right hand
side of Eq. (2.26) do not overlap in frequency. For above example simulated, we have

d  t   d0 cos  2 ft t  and f t  10 Hz . As   t   40 d  t  c , the phase also varies
sinusoidally at the frequency f t  10 Hz . As f t  10 Hz is significantly smaller than the
carrier frequency f c  1100 Hz , the SMI signal still exhibits a very narrow band in
frequency domain at f c . As the sampling frequency Fs is much higher than f c , it is
reasonable to believe that overlap between the two terms on the right hand side of Eq.
(2.26) can be ignored.
At the same time, based on our observation on the signals collected from experiments,
there are fluctuations of below 3mV in the amplitude of the signals (which is about
60mV ). Thus we can assume that the signals contain a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of

higher than 25dB . In order to test the influence of noise to the proposed algorithm, with
the same parameters in Figure 2-4, a Gaussian white noise of 25dB is altered to both the

I 0  t  and I1  t  , as shown in Figure 2-8 (a), (b). The retrieved displacement d r  t  is
compared with d  t  in Figure 2-8 (c), and the error with noisy signals is depicted in
Figure 2-8 (d), with an amplitude of 4.97nm and a relative error of 4.97% .
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Figure 2-8. Simulation results for signals with noise. (a) Reference signal intensity I 0 (t ) with fixed target;
(b) SMI signal intensity I1 (t ) with moving target; (c) The obtained phase  (t ) ; (d) The comparison
between retrieved displacement d r (t ) and d (t ) ; (e) The error with noisy signals.

Also the proposed method is tested for asymmetric displacement. Supposing a target is
moving in saw-tooth vibration with d  t   2d 0  ft t  int  ft t    d 0 , where d 0  100nm
is the amplitude, f t  100 Hz is the vibration frequency and int 



is the integer-valued

(or Gaussian) function. Figure 2-9 shows the simulation results. The target displacement

d  t  and triangular modulation A(t ) containing 10 periods are depicted in Figure 2-9 (a)
and (b). After removing the modulation A(t ) , the reference signal I 0  t  and SMI signal

I1  t  each contains 11 fringes within each modulation period T , 5.5 fringes in each
rising and falling part, as shown in Figure 2-9 (c) and (d). Repeating the retrieving
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procedure for all modulation periods, we can obtain the phase   t  and the retrieved
displacement d r  t  containing 10 periods of target displacement, as shown in Figure 2-9
(e) and (f), together with the error shown in Figure 2-9 (g). In this case, each rising or
falling part of the modulation only covers a small segment of the target vibration. The
proposed method is based on the analysis of signals over every individual sampling
window correlated to the modulation, and hence the LD modulation is not required to be
synchronized with the displacement.

Figure 2-9.

Simulation results for saw-tooth displacement. (a) The target displacement d  t  ; (b)

Triangular modulation A (t ) ; (c) Reference signal intensity I 0  t  with fixed target after removing A  t  ;
(d) SMI signal intensity I1  t  with moving target after removing A  t  ; (e) The obtained phase   t  ; (f)
The retrieved displacement d r  t  ; (g) The error between d  t  and d r  t  .
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2.2.3 Comparison with FT-based Method
In order to compare the two methods, most simulation parameters are set as in FT-based
method in work [38]. A  t  is a 100Hz triangle waveform with a peak-peak amplitude
of 100mV , B1  5mV , B2  6mV . L0  15.5cm ,   c 0  780nm . And

d  t   150*cos  2 *2*t  nm , which means the target is moving in a 2Hz sinusoidal
waveform with a peak-peak amplitude of 300nm . Setting Fs  100kHz , then the
number of sampling points in each rising/falling part is N  Fs * T / 2=500 . As N is
not a power of 2, the retrieving result can not reach the theoretical level, its influence
will be discussed in detail in the following Section 2.2.3.
For the target displacement d  t   d0 cos  2 ft t  , FT-based method regards the target’s
movement within each rising/falling part (i.e. T / 2 ) as fixed. The FFT method is
applied to retrieve the phase by selecting the peak in the spectra that is standing for f c
and the resolution of retrieving is limited by the injection current’s frequency, which is

2d0 ft f   6nm .
In the proposed algorithm in Section 2.2.2, the phase changing can be regarded as
continuous, so that we can enhance the resolution of measurement basing on the
sampling frequency while the modulated current frequency is limited as most common
situations, which is 2d0 N f  *2  1.20*102 nm in the following simulation case.
Supposing the equalized carrier frequency f c  6045Hz as in [38], we can retrieve the
phase from the FT-based method and the proposed method.
In the Figure 2-10, the SMI signal I1  t  after removing A  t  is the fringe signal for
FT-based method as well. The figures for I 0  t  and I1  t  are indistinguishable,
because there are 6000 fringes in one second. A detailed plot of one triangular
modulation period is depicted in Figure 2-11.
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Figure 2-10. Waveforms of the signals in the simulation. (a) The target displacement d  t  ; (b)
Triangular modulation A (t ) ; (c) Reference signal intensity I 0  t  with fixed target after removing A  t  ;
(d) SMI signal intensity I1  t  with moving target after removing A  t  .

Figure 2-11. Waveforms of A  t  , I 0  t  and I1  t  in the first triangular period.
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Using the simulation steps in Section 2.1.3 and 2.2.2, the retrieving results can be
obtained, as shown in Figure 2-12 and 2-13.
For the retrieving result from the proposed method, the maximum phase error in each
rising/falling part is within 1.36*102 rad , and the maximum displacement error in each
part is within 0.84nm . Thus, the relative error of the proposed method is
max

d  t   d r t 
max d  t 

*100%  0.56% .

And for the retrieving result from the FT-based method, the maximum phase error in
each rising/falling part is within 2.48*102 rad , and the maximum displacement error in
each part is within 1.54nm . Thus, the relative error of the FT-based method is
max

d  t   d r t 
max d  t 

*100% 1.03% .

Figure 2-12. Comparison of the original phase and the retrieving phases by the two methods.
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Figure 2-13. Comparison of the original displacement and the retrieving displacements by the two
methods.

After comparing the retrieving results created by the both methods, we find that the
theoretical error for the two methods are tiny. But the proposed method has a far better
resolution over the FT-based method. The FT-based method may miss information of a
rapid-varying displacement, but the advantage of the proposed method can help with the
retrieving.

2.3 Selection of Optimal Window
The algorithm in Section 2.2 achieves the micro-displacement measurement without any
adjustments of the system and lifted the restriction on the velocity of the target.
However, a new issue has arisen when applying FFT and IFFT. As we can see in the
simulation results in Section 2.2.2 and 2.2.3, while the length of the FFT window (i.e.,
the number of samples) is a power of 2, the error between the retrieving result and the
original micro-displacement is tiny. But when the number of samples is not a power of
2, the effect of windowing in this process will introduce error while retrieving the
micro-displacement, due to the spectral aliasing and leakage [87-93]. To illustrate the
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effect of windowing, for a triangular modulation, we use rectangular window as an
example.
In this case, the frequency of the modulated triangular waveform is f  , and its period

T  1 f  . The sampling frequency is Fs , the sampling interval t  1 Fs , and the
number of sampling points with one rising/falling part of the triangular waveform

N  T 2 t  T * Fs 2 . Otherwise, Fs N  2 f  .
As shown in Figure 2-14, the time length of the rectangular window TW  T 2 

1
.
2 f

The Fourier Transform in  domain is a sin c function, and the width of its mainlobe


 
  
,
 . In frequency domain, it is
 TW 2 TW 2 

 1 1
 ,
 TW TW


 , or  2 f  , 2 f   .


Figure 2-14. (a) A typical rectangular window; (b) the spectral distribution of the rectangular window.

Typically, in order to control spectral aliasing smaller than 2% , the peak for f c
should be outside the fourth sidelobe of this sinc function, which means at least

f c  8 f  . In the previous deduction in Section 2.2.2, we have f c 
i.e.,

2 L0 *  L * I  * f 
,
c

2 L0 *  L * I 
 8.
c

Meanwhile, in order to get a more intuitive impression, we can consider of the
number of fringes within one window, if we denote T fringe  1 / f c , the number is

TW
f
 c  4 , which means that we should have at least 4 fringes within one
T fringe 2 f 
window when using a rectangular window. Actually, 4 fringes within one sampling
window is still not good enough to avoid spectral aliasing.
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In the following simulation in Figure 2-15, f   100Hz , Fs  100kHz , reference signal

I0  t  is cos  2 f ct  , and SMI signal I1  t  is cos  2 f ct   12  . The equivalent
carrier frequency is set as f c  1100 Hz in Figure 2-15 (a), and the number of fringes
within one window is 5.5; The carrier frequency is set as f c  6100 Hz in Figure 2-15
(b), and the number of fringes within one window is 30.5.
We can first investigate the significant influence of windowing effect. The windowing
effects take place in the FFT and IFFT process for the reference and SMI signals. After
the phase retrieving procedure illustrated in Section 2.2.2, different windows functions
(rectangular and Flattop window in this case) selected during the FFT will obviously
affect the performance of the retrieving phase. The comparison shows that choosing a
proper window is an efficient way to control the error, while the sampling frequency
and the modulation frequency results in that the number of samples within one window
is not a power of 2.

(a)

(b)
Figure 2-15. Comparison of retrieving phase for selecting window functions: (a) when f c  1100 Hz ; (b)
when f c  6100 Hz .
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By studying the effect of windowing during the procedure of taking FFT and IFFT to
the reference and SMI signals I 0  t  and I1  t  , when choosing a windowing function,
the main lobe width of its spectrum should be as narrow as possible to obtain a high
frequency resolution; the side lobe attenuation should be as large as possible to reduce
spectrum tailing. The time domain and frequency domain characteristics of the
commonly-used window functions are as shown in the following Figure 2-16.

Figure 2-16. Time domain and frequency domain of different windows.

In the simulation, the target displacement is set as d  t   100  cos  2 10  t  nm . The
frequency of modulated triangular current is 100Hz , this corresponds to a 0.005s of
window length, as shown in Figure 2-17 and highlighted by the red box. As

f c  1100 Hz , in this sensing system, there are 5.5 SMI fringes in each window. And
Figure 2-18 shows the waveforms of signals with fixed and moving target in the red
box after selected by different windows. Three different window functions (rectangular,
Hamming and Nuttall window) are tested in the case.
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Figure 2-17. Waveforms of the signals in the simulation. (a) The target displacement d  t  ; (b) Triangular
modulation A (t ) ; (c) Reference signal intensity I 0  t  with fixed target after removing A  t  ; (d) SMI
signal intensity I1  t  with moving target after removing A  t  .
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Figure 2-18. Waveforms of fixed and moving target with different windows.

In order to illustrate the performance of each window function listed above, Figure 2-19
depicts the comparison of original and retrieving micro-displacements in the window of

0.09s ~ 0.095s (red box in Figure 2-17). The effect of windowing can cause large
displacement error at the beginning and end part within each window section. By using
a Nuttall window, the relative error can be reduced to errormax / d0  1.3% , while
rectangular window is 2.6% and Hamming window is 2.31% . Most part of the
retrieving displacement with a Nuttall window is more accurate than the other two
window functions, as the displacement error comparison shown in Figure 2-20.

Figure 2-19. Comparison of original and retrieving micro-displacement with different windows.
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Figure 2-20. Comparison of different retrieving micro-displacements error.

After the comparison, in order to generate a relatively smooth main part of retrieving
phase, the “Nuttall Window” is chosen to sample the signal during the FFT and IFFT
process. Multiple methods can be applied to eliminate the sharp change at the both
edges of the window. As suggested in MATLAB user’s manual, we simply choose
curve fitting with a quadratic polynomial and “Robust” set as “Bisquare” to eliminate
the sharp change at the beginning and the end 50 points of the retrieving phase.

2.4 Summary
In this Chapter, a new algorithm is proposed to improve measurement performance for
an SMI-based micro-displacement sensing system. The phase of an SMI signal carries
the information of the external target’s displacement.
In this algorithm, the laser intensity of the SMI system with a fixed target is used as a
reference signal. By applying FFT and IFFT to the SMI signal and its reference, the
phase of the SMI signal can be obtained, thereby the displacement can be retrieved.
In the proposed algorithm, the number of displacement measurement points depends on
the number of samples we have for the SMI signal within each modulation period. This
is in contrast to the existing SMI-based displacement measurement methods where the
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correlated phase of the SMI signal at each modulation period is treated as a constant, so
just one measurement point for displacement can be obtained. The conventional
treatment imposes a limitation that the target must move slowly with respect to the
modulation frequency.
In the proposed algorithm, we consider the phase of the SMI signal to be time varying.
As long as no overlap between the spectrum of the displacement signal and the SMI
signal, the time-varying displacement can be retrieved. Hence, the proposed method can
achieve higher measurement resolution under the same modulation condition. In
addition, the proposed algorithm allows the target to move faster, which enhances the
measurement capability of the system.
During the FFT and IFFT process, when the number of samples within one modulation
period is not a power of 2, the effect of windowing has also been taken into
consideration as its significant influence on the performance of retrieving. The “Nuttall
Window” is chosen to generate a relatively smooth main part of retrieving phase, and
curve fitting is applied to eliminate the sharp change at the beginning and ending of
each rising/falling part.
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Chapter 3 Experimental Implementation
In the experiment, an SMI signal emitted from the LD is usually detected by the PD
packaged at the rear of the LD, amplified with a detection circuit, and finally captured
and stored by an oscilloscope (OSC). The bandwidth of the packaged PD is usually
several hundred MHz [94-99]. The bandwidth of the trans-impedance amplifier inside
the detection circuit is usually from several hundred kHz to several ten MHz, e.g. the
detection circuit for conventional SMI signals in this thesis has a bandwidth of 10 MHz.
After applying modulation injection current to the LD driving signal, the amplitude of
the corresponding output intensity is much larger than usual SMI signals. The structure
of the existing experimental setup is required to adjust.
In this chapter, the retrieving process of micro-displacement smaller than half laser
wavelength is experimentally analyzed using an SMI system. Firstly, the experimental
setup is designed and implemented. Then, the determination of the system parameters,
the detailed experimental procedure, and the acquisition of experimental signals are
presented. After that, we analyze and discuss the experimental results. Lastly, we
summarize the whole chapter.

3.1 System Setup
The schematic diagram of the experimental system for observing the SMI signal is
depicted in Figure 3-1. The LD controller generates a modulated injection current
(triangular in this case) to the LD. The laser emitted from the LD is collimated by a lens
and hits the external target. One portion of the laser beam passed through the beam
splitter (BS) is then reflected back to the LD and causes self-mixing effect, which is
captured by the PD packaged at the rear of the LD for sensing applications. The external
target is a PZT with a mirror glued on its surface, which is driven by a PZT driver to
generate a sinusoidal micro-displacement. A variable attenuator (VA) is placed between
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the BS and PZT for adjusting the feedback level within a weak feedback regime. A fast
oscilloscope (OSC) is used to observe and record the SMI signals. The signals will be
processed with the method proposed in Chapter 2 to retrieve the micro-displacement.
Meanwhile, another portion of laser is divided by the BS and enters the fiber detector of
optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) for observing the wavelength variations of the laser.
The details of the key components in the experimental setup are introduced in the
following part.

Figure 3-1. Experimental setup for observing the SMI signals: LD, laser diode; PZT, piezoelectric
transducer; PD, photo diode; VA, variable attenuator; BS, beam splitter; OSA, optical spectrum analyzer;
PC, personal computer; OSC, oscilloscope.



LD, LD controller and the LD mount

In this thesis, a single-mode LD Hitachi HL8325G from Thorlabs is used as the laser
source. The detailed optical and electrical characteristics of the LD are shown in Table
3-1. During the experiments, the LD is driven by an LD controller with a build-in
temperature-controller (ITC4001, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ, USA) with the injection
current being above the threshold. The LD controller can operate with anode- or
cathode-grounded LDs and PDs with a maximum driving current of 1A . With the ITC
4001, LDs can be driven in constant current or constant power mode, as well as in a
varying current mode related to the modulation depth. The HL8325G LD is assembled
on a laser diode mount (TCLDM9, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ, USA, characteristics shown
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as in Table 3-2) with cathode-grounded mode and the packaged PD is working in anodegrounded mode.
Table 3-1. Optical and electrical characteristics of the LD HL8325G in the experiment
Specification

Value

Laser Wavelength

830nm

Output Power

40mW

Threshold Current

40mA

Operating Temperature

10 ~ 60 C
 120mA

Operating Current

Table 3-2. Specifications of the laser diode mount TCLDM9



Specification

Value

Laser Diode Package

5.6mm & 9mm

Laser Current (Max)

2A

Modulation Frequency

0.1 ~ 500MHz

RF Input Impedance

50

RF Power (Max)

200mW

Temperature Range

5 ~ 70 C

PZT and PZT driver

To observe the SMI signals, the external target is applied with a continuous
displacement. In this thesis, a PZT (PAS-005) from Thorlabs is used. It has a maximum
travel length of 20  m and a displacement resolution of 20nm , which is driven by a
PZT driver (Thorlabs, MDT694B). The detailed specification of the PZT is as shown in
Table 3-3. During the experiments, the PZT is assembled on a linear translation stage as
shown in Figure 3-2. The bandwidth of the PZT is determined by three factors, i.e., the
maximum output current I max of the PZT controller, the peak-to-peak output voltage
V pp for a certain displacement, the capacitance of the PZT CPZT , which are 60m A ,

75V and 3.6  F respectively for the MDT694 and PAS-005. For example, to achieve a
sinusoidal
f max  I max

displacement,

 V

pp

the

minimum

frequency

for

the

PZT

will

be

CPZT   71Hz ; to achieve a sawtooth-like displacement, the maximum

frequency for the PZT will be f max  I max

 2V

pp

CPZT   111Hz . In order to achieve a
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higher vibration frequency, the peak-to-peak output voltage V pp needs to be reduced.
For example, if V pp  500mV , the two values of fmax would be 10.6kHz and 16.7kHz .
Table 3-3. Specifications of the PZT PAS-005
Specification

Values

Travel Length

20 m

Length

57mm

Resolution

20nm

Capacitance

3.6  F

Input Voltage Range

0 ~ 75V

Figure 3-2. Assembled PZT and linear stage


Detection Circuit

In the experiment, the detection circuit we use contains a current-to-voltage (I-V)
converter, a three-stage amplifier with a variable gain range of 3.2 ~ 357 , and a secondorder low-pass Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 39.3kHz . The detection
circuit is as depicted in Figure 3-3. It converts the current signal captured by the PD into
a voltage signal, amplifies the signal to a larger scale and filters most of the noises
introduced during the procedure.
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Figure 3-3. The physical design of the detection circuit.


Oscilloscope

In this work, a fast digital oscilloscope (DSA 70804) from Tektronix is employed to
capture and record the signals. The key specifications of the DSA 70804 are
summarized in Table 3-4. This oscilloscope has an analog bandwidth of 8GHz , a realtime sampling rate of 25GS / s , a maximum recording length of 200M sampling points.
Additionally, the function of spectrum analyzing is integrated. Therefore, it is capable to
be used to investigate the SMI signals in both time and frequency domain.
Table 3-4. Specifications of the oscilloscope DSA70804



Specification

Values

Bandwidth

8GHz

Analog Channels

4

Sampling Rate

25GS / s

Recording Length

200 M points

Optical spectrum analyzer

One beam of laser is split by the BS and collected by an optical spectrum analyzer
(Thorlabs, OSA 202C) for monitoring the optical characteristics of the SMI effect. The
OSA 202C is suitable for the laser wavelength range of 600 ~ 1700nm . The key
specifications of the OSA 202C are summarized in Table 3-5, in which ppm stands for
the ratio of 10 6 .
Table 3-5. Specifications of the OSA 202C
Specification

Value

Wavelength Range

600 ~ 1700nm

Level Sensitivity

65dBm / nm  600 ~ 700nm 
70dBm / nm  700 ~ 1700nm 
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Wavelength Meter Resolution

0.1ppm

Wavelength Meter Display Resolution

9 Decimals

Wavelength Meter Accuracy

1 ppm

Wavelength Meter Precision

0.2 ppm

Input Power (Max)

10mW 10dBm 

Input Damage Threshold

20mW 13dBm 

Power Level Accuracy

1dB

Optical Rejection Ratio

30dB

3.2 Experimental Investigation
3.2.1 Determination of the Optimal Bias Injection Current
First of all, in order to determine a stable working area of the LD which would be
operated for linearly modulated injection current [100-103], the optical intensity related
to different injection current for HL8325G with target needs to be tested.


Experimental Setup

The LD HL8325G is driven by an injection current without modulation. Typically, the
measurement points above the threshold should be fitted linearly. However, in
manipulating we find that due to the uncertainty in producing, the linear working area
should be tested. Thus, part of the experimental setup is used in the testing, as shown in
the schematic diagram of Figure 3-4. What needs to be kept in mind is, as shown in
Table 3-1, that the threshold current of the LD is 40mA , and the maximum current must
be limited to 100mA to avoid damaging the LD. The target is fixed on the stationary
PZT. Optical intensity of the laser is detected by the PD packaged in the rear of the LD,
amplified by the detection circuit, and recorded by the OSC.

Figure 3-4. Schematic diagram for measuring the working range of HL8325G.
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Result recording

As the example shown in Figure 3-5, the OSC records the driving signal of PZT and the
laser intensity converted by the detection circuit: Channel 2 (blue colour) is the driving
signal of the target, which is set as 0 in the experiment; Channel 3 (pink colour) is the
laser intensity signal detected by the PD and amplified by the detection circuit; Channel
M1 (yellow colour) is the 10 times average of the detected signal from Channel 3. What
we use as the evidence to determine the optimal bias injection current is the values of
Channel 3 and M1.

Figure 3-5. Signals recorded with an injection current of 0mA .

When the injection current of LD is set at 0mA , the corresponding optical intensity
received by the OSC has a basic bias of 600 V . Then the injection current is varied
by the LD controller from 0mA to 100mA , with a step of 5mA . By this way, a group of
experimental data is recorded by the OSC. The recorded curve of optical intensity
related to different injection currents are as shown in Figure 3-6. We can find two parts
of approximately linear region in the figure, which are 45mA ~ 70mA

and

75mA ~ 90mA . These two regions are regarded as the possible range for current
injection.
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Figure 3-6. Optical intensity related to different injection current.

In the experiment, as mentioned above, the maximum current of LD is limited to

100mA in order to avoiding damaging the LD. Thus, it is safer to select the range
45mA ~ 70mA as the possible value of optimal bias injection current. The exact value of
the bias needs to be determine by the use of the modulation.

3.2.2 Determination of the Modulation Current
Firstly, the constant bias and the amplitude of the modulation need to be determined. In
the previous Section 3.2.1, the range 45mA ~ 70mA is selected as the possible value of
optimal bias injection current. Meanwhile, as we hope that the reference and SMI signal
should be as large as possible, so that the gain of the detection circuit could be smaller to
introduce less noise into the captured signals. Hence, for the modulated injection current
applied on the LD, the optimal constant bias injection current is set as 60mA , and the
amplitude is set as 10mA .
Then, the frequency of the modulated injection current needs to be determined. By
observing the spectra of the captured SMI signal in Section 3.4, we can find that the
carrier frequency f c  11k Hz . As deducted in Section 2.2.2, the proposed method
requires that the two terms on the right hand side of Eq. (2.26) do not overlap in
frequency. Thus the PZT vibration frequency f t should be significantly smaller than the
carrier frequency f c  11kHz , so that the SMI signal exhibits a very narrow band in
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frequency domain at f c . As the sampling frequency Fs is much higher than f c , it is
reasonable to believe that overlap between the two terms on the right hand side of Eq.
(2.26) can be ignored.
In the experiment, the PZT vibration frequency f t is set as 100Hz . In order to see
multiple triangular periods within one vibration period, the modulation frequency f t is
set as 1000Hz . The setup is accomplished in the LD modulation setting of the LD
controller ITC4001, with the shape “Triangular”, the frequency “ 1kHz ” and the
modulation depth “ 1% ” to gain an amplitude of 10mA , as the maximum output current is

1A . Thus, a triangular injection current with an amplitude of 10mA , a constant bias of
60mA and a frequency of 1000Hz is applied to the LD. The following Figure 3-7 shows
a typical user interface of ITC4001 for LD modulation setting.

Figure 3-7. User interface of ITC4001 for LD modulation setting.

3.2.3 Testing of the Laser Wavelength within the Modulation Range
In this section, an experimental record is presented to observe the varying of laser
wavelength while applying a varying injection current. A single mode GaAlAs triple
quantum LD HL8325G from Hitachi was employed in the experiments. The
temperature of the LD was stabilized by the built-in temperature controller of the LD
controller ITC 4001 at the room temperature of 23  0.01C . The injection current to
the LD is adjusted in a range of 45mA ~ 70mA with an interval of 5mA . The light
emitted from the LD was focused by a lens and split into two beams by a BS. One beam
was directed to the external target and then was reflected back to the LD internal cavity
to generate the SMI signals and captured by the PD packaged at the rear of the LD. The
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second beam was collected by an optical spectrum analyzer (Thorlabs, OSA 202C) for
monitoring the optical characteristics of the SMI effect. A VA is inserted between the
piece of mirror attached on the PZT and the BS so that to achieve a weak optical
feedback level. A schematic diagram for laser wavelength testing is depicted in Figure
3-8.

Figure 3-8. Schematic diagram for laser wavelength testing.

According to the deduction process in Section 2.2, the retrieving micro-displacement is
obtained by the formula d r  t     t  4 . Thus, the laser wavelength  needs to be
assumed as a constant, so that we can retrieve the d r  t  proportional to the phase   t  .
The real-time laser wavelength monitored by the OSA is shown as below in Figure 3-9.
The curve on the left hand in each figure shows the power distribution over laser
wavelength of the captured laser beam. The window on the right hand shows the exact
peak value of power as the injection current varies.

(a) Wavelength at 45mA
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(b) Wavelength at 50mA

(c) Wavelength at 55mA

(d) Wavelength at 60mA
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(e) Wavelength at 65mA

(f) Wavelength at 70mA
Figure 3-9. The laser wavelength monitored by the OSA within the current injection region of
45mA ~ 70mA .

The figures contain the laser wavelength corresponding to the different constant
injection current of 45mA, 50mA, 55mA, 60mA, 65mA, 70mA . In this case, the laser
wavelength varies from 837.21nm to 837.45nm . The ratio of wavelength varying is

0.03% , which means that the laser wavelength can be regarded as a constant in the
experiment.
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3.3 Acquisition of the Experimental Data

Figure 3-10. Physical experimental setup for verifying the proposed algorithm using an SMI system, LD:
laser diode; VA: variable attenuator; BS: beam splitter; PZT: piezoelectric transducer; OSC: oscilloscope.

According to the schematic diagram in Figure 3-1, the complete physical structure of
the experimental system is as shown in Figure 3-10. The LD is driven by a laser
controller with the injection current being above the threshold. The temperature of the
LD is stabilized by the built-in temperature controller at the room temperature of
23  0.01C . A mirror is used as the external cavity which is glued on the surface of a

PZT actuator in order to provide sufficient optical feedback to the LD. The PZT actuator
is driven by a PZT controller. A VA is used to adjust the optical feedback level of the
SMI system within a weak feedback level. The laser intensity with SMI is captured by
the PD packaged at the rear of the LD. After split by the BS, the laser is also picked up
by the OSA fiber detector for observing the varying laser wavelength. The above core
optical sensing components are placed on an anti-vibration optical experimental
platform. The detected SMI signals are then converted and amplified by the detection
circuit, collected and recorded by the digital oscilloscope. The other split beam of laser
is analyzed by an OSA. The related controlling measuring devices are arranged on the
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desk separated from the optical platform. This arrangement is to avoid the disturbance
from the electrical or mechanical devices.
When the initial setting for experimental system is ready, experimental data for microdisplacement can be collected by the following steps:


Power on the LD controller, the PZT driver, the OSC, the OSA, the detection
circuit and the signal generator. Waiting for the system until working in a proper
temperature;



Setting the PZT driver with a proper bias voltage, specific in this experiment as
15V;



Setting the LD controller, applying the set triangular injection current in Section
3.2.2 on the LD;



Setting the signal generator, applying the set vibration to the PZT driver, then to
the PZT. The intensity of driving signal is also sent to the OSC for recording;



Observing the OSA software’s GUI and recording the laser wavelength varying,
as shown in Section 3.2.3;



Observing the OSC and recording the signals without target, with a fixed target
and with a moving target. The OSC has a storage function for recording the data.

With the above steps, we can successfully obtain the experimental data for microdisplacement sensing. A series of examples for the recorded data recorded by the OSC
is as shown in Figure 3-11. Figure 3-11 (a) shows the triangular modulated laser
intensity without an external target, Figure 3-11 (b) and (c) are the PZT driving signal
and laser intensity for a fixed external target, and Figure 3-11 (d) and (e) are the PZT
driving signal and laser intensity for a moving external target.
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Figure 3-11. An example for data capturing. (a) Laser intensity without external target; (b) Driving signal
for a fixed target; (c) Laser intensity for a fixed target; (d) Driving signal for a moving target; (e) Laser
intensity for a moving target.

3.4 Experimental Data Processing and Discussion
In the experiment, the initial external cavity length is L0  15.5cm . As observed in
Section 3.2.3, the laser wavelength is regarded as   837nm . From step 4 in Section
3.3, the sinusoidal controlling voltage of PZT is provided by a signal generator with

ft  100 Hz and an amplitude of 250mV , as shown in Figure 3-12 (a), which results in
a sinusoidal displacement d  t   d0 cos  2 ft t  with an amplitude of d0  67nm , as
shown in Figure 3-12 (b).
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Figure 3-12. (a) Driving signal of PZT controller; (b) Displacement of target.

From step 6 in Section 3.3, the laser intensity A  t  is firstly recorded without the PZT
target, as shown in Figure 3-13 (a). Then the PZT without its control signal is added to
the system. The system is adjusted to work at a weak feedback regime. The laser
intensity at this step is recorded as a reference signal, as show in Figure 3-13 (b).
Applying the driving signal to the PZT and recording the corresponding laser intensity
signal as shown in Figure 3-13 (c), it contains the SMI signal. The reference signal after
subtracting the modulation component A  t  is shown in Figure 3-13 (d). The SMI
signal after subtracting the modulation component A  t  is shown in Figure 3-13 (e). In
the latter two figures, after comparing the average amplitude of the fringes and the
oscillation amplitude within each fringe, by the formula SNR  20 log

Ampsignal
Ampnoise

, we

assume that the signals collected contain a typical SNR of about 25dB .
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Figure 3-13. (a) Triangular modulation A(t ) ; (b) Waveform with fixed target; (c) Waveform with
moving target; (d) Reference signal I 0  t  ; (e) SMI signal I1  t  .

After applying FFT to the fringe signal (sampling frequency Fs  1024kHz , sampling
points is 512), the spectra is as shown in Figure 3-14. In the FFT spectra shown in
Figure 3-14, the peak standing for the carrier frequency f c appears at about 11kHz . We
can also verify this from the waveform by counting the fringes within one triangular
period.

Figure 3-14. The FFT spectra for rising and falling part.
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The signals captured from the OSC is firstly filtered by a low-pass filter to avoid most
noises as mentioned in Section 3.1. After subtracting the modulation component as shown
in Figure 3-15 (a), the reference signal is as shown in Figure 3-15 (b), the SMI signal is as
shown in Figure 3-15 (c). Using the experimental data and following the measurement
procedure described in Section 2.2.2, we are able to retrieve the displacement applied on
PZT, as shown in Figure 3-15 (d).

Figure 3-15. Experimental results. (a) Triangular modulation A(t ) ; (b) Reference signal I 0  t  ; (c) SMI
signal I1  t  ; (d) The retrieved displacement; (e) The error between the original displacement and the
retrieved displacement.

The error between the original displacement and the retrieved displacement is shown in
Figure 3-15 (e) and the peak-peak amplitude of the error is 4.08nm (or  200 ). The
error might be resulted from multiple characters, e.g. the temperature change of LD, the
non-linear reaction of PZT, the insufficient order and time delay of the amplifier circuit,
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etc. [104-110]. The experimental results again show that the proposed algorithm can work
well. In this work, the main contribution is that we are able to obtain more measurement
points for displacement within each modulation period. This will thus allow a target to
move faster than the existing phase detection methods under same modulation condition.
As a comparison of the retrieving performance, the results based on FT-based method
[38] are shown below. After the calculating procedure illustrated in Section 2.1.3, we
can achieve the displacement of the target, as depicted in Figure 3-16.

Figure 3-16. Comparison between retrieved and original displacement by FT-based method.

Ignoring the unique sharp point, the amplitude of error is 24nm , around  / 35
according to the comparison FT-based method. Comparing the resolution of the two
method, we can tell that the proposed algorithm has significantly improved the
resolution performance.

3.5 Summary
In this chapter, the performance of an SMI system for displacement measurement
operating with periodically modulated injection current has been experimentally
investigated. Firstly, the details of each part in the experimental SMI system including
the LD, external target, and data-recording OSC and OSA are presented. The influence
of the stable working regions of the LD to the modulated injection current are discussed,
and the influence of the varying injection current to the laser wavelength is observed.
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Using the built system, the SMI system performance is analyzed, illustrating the
summary of the retrieving results of the SMI signals, together with the comparison to
the existing method. The experimental results are consistent with the theoretical
analysis in Chapter 2. In this work, the main contribution is that we are able to obtain
more measurement points for displacement within each modulation period. This will
thus allow a target to move faster than the existing phase detection methods under same
modulation condition.
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Chapter 4 New Methods for Profile Measurement
This chapter will restrict the attention to interferometric methods for profile
measurement. Comparing to the traditional interferometry, SMI has drawn more and
more attention due to its unique features of compact, low cost, simple implement and
high sensitivity. An SMI system needs only a laser source (normally an LD), a lens and
an external target. Generally, the laser is driven by a bias current above its threshold.
When the external target exists, a fraction of the light backscattered by the target reenters the laser cavity. Then, both the frequency and intensity of the emitted laser are
modulated and an SMI signal is thus generated and picked up by the PD.
In this chapter, a micro-topography measuring method is firstly deducted based on the
analysis in Chapter 2 and 3, then a beam-expanded self-mixing interference for microsurface topography is presented in order to overcome the time consuming reality of the
traditional point-by-point scanning SMI-based imaging methods.

4.1 Application for Profile Measurement
When an LD is modulated by an injection current in periodic triangular waveform, the
phase of the detected SMI signal in each triangular period contains the information
related to the surface topography of the target fixed on the two-dimensional (2D)
platform. To achieve high resolution and great accuracy, it requires to develop an
advanced algorithm to retrieve the correlated phase.


System setup

As shown in Figure 4-1, for realizing the measurement, a target with complex surface as
the z domain is fixed on a 2-D platform formed with two linear stages as the x - y plain,
we can use the controller to drive the platform to create an equivalent movement. By
illuminating laser onto the target, the modulated LD power is referred as a SMI signal
which can be detected by the PD packaged in the rear of the LD, amplified by a
detection circuit, and then recorded by an oscilloscope. In this case, with conventional
FT-based method, the modulating period can be used to divide the surface of the target
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into pixels. By measuring the distance of each pixel, we can retrieve the target surface.
The measuring resolution depends on the modulation frequency of the injection current.
In this section, we use the SMI technology for profile measurement with the proposed
method in Chapter 2. The relevant simulation for re-establishing the profile of the target
is implemented to verify the proposed method.

Figure 4-1. Schematic diagram of the experimental SMI system.


Measurement procedure

As we presented in Eq. (2.18), by neglecting the time delay T , we have:

  t   arctan


 I  f   F


 f  

Im F 1  I1  f   F 1  I 0  f 
Re F 1

1

1

 I 0

*

*

,

(4.1)

where * stands for the conjugate calculation. The phase  (t ) corresponding to the
displacement can be calculated from Eq. (4.1), which leads to retrieve a displacement
with high resolution and great accuracy. The flow chart of phase measurement is shown
as below in Figure 4-2.

Figure 4-2. The flow chart for phase measurement.
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Scanning strategy

When scanning over a target with complex surface, the SMI signals acquired by PD
contains the information of the profile. This scanning process can be regarded as an
equivalent displacement. By retrieving this displacement, we can re-establish the profile
of the target.
According to the manual of the 2D platform, the process of scanning can be set as a
square waveform, as shown in Figure 4-3. The distance between each scanning line is
1 m . As mentioned in Section 2.2.2, all simulations are set in discrete form.

Figure 4-3. The set square-waveform-like scanning process.

4.1.1 Simulation Results for the Spherical Surface
If the measured object is a spherical surface with a radius R , the profile can be
expressed as:
z  x, y   

x2  y 2
 0.05
2R

(4.2)

where x, y   100 m,100 m  , and R  100mm , all minus z values are set as 0. The
profile of the spherical surface is shown as Figure 4-4. For the proposed new algorithm,
the output intensity of reference signal and SMI signal are expressed as Eq. (2.13) and
(2.14), setting B0  3.5 60 mV , B1  7 60 mV ,   830nm , together with a carrier
frequency pre-set as f c  6000 Hz .
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Figure 4-4. The spherical curve surface topography.

After scanning with a speed of 20  m s from the top, the equivalent displacement is
shown as in Figure 4-5 (a), and after the calculation steps listed in Section 2.2.2, the
retrieving displacement is shown as in Figure 4-5 (b).

Figure 4-5. (a) Equivalent displacement of spherical curve surface; (b) Retrieving displacement of
spherical curve surface.

By re-order and smoothing process, we can re-establish the profile of the arbitrary
surface, as shown in Figure 4-6.
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Figure 4-6. The retrieving spherical curve surface.

4.1.2 Simulation Results for the Surface with Arbitrary Topography
Suppose the measured surface as an arbitrary surface with a radius of curvature
satisfying the functional distribution:
z  x, y    2  106 x 3  2  106 y 3  106 x 2  105 y 2  5  105 x  3  105 y  10 (4.3)

where x, y   100 m,100 m  . The profile of the arbitrary surface is as shown in
Figure 4-7.

Figure 4-7. The arbitrary curve surface topography.

After scanning, the equivalent displacement is shown as in Figure 4-8(a), and after the
calculation steps listed in Section 2.2.2, the retrieving displacement is shown as in
Figure 4-8(b).
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Figure 4-8. (a) Equivalent displacement of arbitrary surface; (b) Retrieving displacement of arbitrary
surface.

By re-order and smoothing process, we can re-establish the profile of the arbitrary
surface, as shown in Figure 4-9.

Figure 4-9. The retrieving arbitrary surface.

After the simulations on both spherical and arbitrary topography, by introducing a
reference signal to more accurately retrieve a varying phase signal, we can retrieve an
accurate equivalent micro-displacement using a traditional SMI system and then reestablish the profile. The proposed algorithm is implemented by MATLAB. The
simulation results verify the feasibility of the proposed method and shows it has high
resolution and accuracy.
However, the point-by-point scanning is time consuming in real applications. For
example, to scan a coin with a radius R  25mm , a typical scanning speed for 2D
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platform of 2.5 mm s and a scanning interval of 0.25mm , the scanning process will
take 2000s . In order to overcome this disadvantage, a beam-expanded self-mixing
interference for micro-surface topography is presented in the following section.

4.2 Beam-expanded Method for Profile Measurement
The above SMI based imaging method is based on point-by-point scanning, which is
time consuming. In this section, in order to realize simultaneous measurement, a beamexpanded self-mixing interference for micro-surface topography is presented. Firstly,
the related theory and simulation are presented for describing the interference pattern
obtained at Charge-coupled Device (CCD) plane. Then the reconstruction algorithm for
obtaining 3D profile of an object is implemented to verify the proposed method.


System setup

The system schematic diagram is shown in Figure 4-10. An elliptical Gaussian beam
emitted by LD is beam-expanded and collimated into a parallel plane wave. The beam is
split into two beams by a 20 80 BS. One beam is called as reference beam, indicated
by ‘R’ shown in Figure 4-10. The other one is carrying the intensity and phase
information of the object, called as object beam, indicated by ‘O’. The two beams are
interfered on CCD screen and the interferogram (or called interference pattern) is
collected by a personal computer (PC). Further image processing and reconstructing can
work out the surface topography for an object.

Figure 4-10 System schematic. LD: Laser diode; BS: Beam splitter; OB: Object; R: Reference beam; O:
Object beam; CCD: Charge Coupled Device; PC: Personal Computer.


Interference distribution
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Considering the plane wave, the complex amplitudes of the ‘R’ and ‘O’ beams are
expressed as follows
u R  x , y , z   aR e  iR
uO  x , y , z   aO  x , y e

(4.4)

 iO  x , y , z 

where aR and  R are the real amplitude and phase of the “R” beam, aO  x, y  and

O  x, y, z  are the amplitude and phase of the “O” beam, respectively. So the intensity
of interference (also called interference pattern) received by CCD is expressed as [97]:
I  x, y , z   u R  x, y , z   u O  x, y , z 

2

 u R  x, y , z   uO  x, y , z   u R  x, y , z  uO x, y , z 
2

 aR2  aO  x , y   2aR aO  x , y  cos O  R

*

(4.5)



Considering the SMI effect, the laser frequency 0 will be modified as below:

 f  0 

C
sin  2 f  arctan   ,
2

(4.6)

where 0 ,  f are the laser frequency with and without optical feedback respectively, C
is the optical feedback level,  is the linewidth enhancement factor,  is the laser
roundtrip time in the external cavity which is determined by the external cavity length
and light speed, expressed by 2  L  z  x, y  c , where c is the speed of light. In the
following simulations in this section, we set C  2 ,   3 , 0  7.41 1014 Hz , i.e.,

0  405nm . In this case, the phase of the “R” and “O” beams under optical feedback,
denoted by RF and OF , can be expressed as below:

 RF 

OF 

2 F LR
,
c

4F LR / 2  L  z  x, y 

 O F   RF 

c

(4.7)
,

4  F  L  z  x , y  
,
c

(4.8)
(4.9)

where LR is the distance “R” beam travelled and L is the initial distance between the
facet of the LD and the object with z  x, y   0 . Then, Eq. (4.5) can be rewritten as:
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2

I  x, y, z   aR2  aO  x, y   2aR aO  x, y  cos OF   RF 



2



 aR2  aO  x, y   2aR aO  x, y  cos 2k  L  z  x, y 

(4.10)

Note k  2  F is the wave vector for the LD with SMI effect, where F  c /  F is the
laser wavelength with optical feedback and treated as a constant. The OB surface
topography z  x, y  is included in the phase difference OF  RF , and thus can be
reconstructed from the phase related interference pattern I  x, y, z  .

4.2.1 Interference Pattern for the Tilt Flat Surface
If the measured surface is a flat one and perpendicular to the optical axis or ( z axis), the
term L  z  x, y  will be a constant and no interfering fringes can be obtained. When the
flat surface has a tilt angle with respect to the optical axis, and thus creates an
intersecting angle  between the “O” and “R” beams, the phase difference becomes:

OF   RF  2k  L  z  x, y    2k  L  y sin  2   .

(4.11)

Substituting the normalized amplitudes aR  aO  x, y   1 , F  0.405 m , L  20cm
into the Eq. (4.6) and (4.10), the interferogram for   10 is obtained and shown in
Figure 4-11 (a). They are a group of parallel fringes with same interval. The interval
between two adjacent bright lines is y  F  2sin( 2)  2.32 m . Within each fringe,
the intensity changes from dark to bright gradually, indicates that the interference





pattern intensity I  x, y , z   2  2 cos 2k  L  y sin  2  

varies from small to large.

The details can be seen from Figure 4-11 (b) for the selected two fringes. The features
of such an interference pattern can also be seen from Figure 4-11 (c) that is the
waveform for the intensity distribution along y direction with x  0 .
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Figure 4-11. For the tilt flat surface: (a) Interferogram in the x  y plane;
(b) Detailed interferogram in the x  y plane; (c) Intensity distribution with x  0 .

4.2.2 Interference Pattern for the Spherical Surface
If the measured object is a spherical surface with a radius R , on the condition of
paraxial approximation, the phase difference is OF   RF  2k  L   x 2  y 2  2 R  for a
concave surface and OF   RF  2k  L   x 2  y 2  2 R  for a convex surface, and L is
the distance between the facet of LD and the vertex of the spherical surface.
Supposing that the amplitudes are normalized as aR  aO  x, y   1 , L  20cm ,

R  10cm , and ignoring the constant term, the interfering intensity is simplified from
the Eq. (4.6) and (4.10) and expressed as:





I  x, y   2  2 cos 2k  L   x 2  y 2  2 R  ,

(4.12)
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where “  ” and “  ” are related to the convex and concave surface, respectively. The
corresponding interferogram for the concave and convex surface can be calculated and
shown in Figure 4-12 (a), (b) and Figure 4-13 (a), (b), respectively. From these figures,
we can see the top-view of interferogram with concentric rings, which become denser
from the central to the outside. But in the central area, the interfering field is different
for both cases.
In the two figures, when the phase difference OF  RF  2 j where j is an integer,
the bright fringes will appear and the dark fringes are corresponding to

OF   RF   2 j  1  . So we can conclude that the radius of the bright rings are
r 2  2 RL  jRF

and r 2  jRF  2 RL

for the concave and convex surfaces,

respectively. For the concave surface, with the increase of the fringe order j , the radius
decreases. But for the convex one, the changing trend is the opposite.

Figure 4-12. For the concave surface: (a) Interferogram in the x  y plane;
(b) Intensity distribution in the x  y plane; (c) Intensity with x  0 .
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Figure 4-13. For the convex surface: (a) Interferogram in the x  y plane;
(b) Intensity distribution in the x  y plane; (c) Intensity with x  0 .

4.2.3 Interference Pattern for the Surface with Arbitrary Topography
Supposing the measured surface as an arbitrary surface with a radius of curvature
satisfying the following functional distribution:

z  x, y   2 106 x3  2 106 y 3  106 x 2  105 y 2  5 105 x  3 105 y ,

(4.13)

According to the above distribution, the surface topography is plotted in Figure 4-14 (a).
It is an asymmetrical curved surface. The surface can be approximately flat, concave or
convex at different parts. At the same time, the contour lines are shown in Figure 4-14
(b). From the Figure 4-14 (b), the asymmetry can be observed clearly.
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Figure 4-14. For the asymmetrical curved surface: (a) Surface topography; (b) Contour plot.

The interfering patterns can also be calculated from Eq. (4.6) and (4.10). Substituting
the Eq. (4.13), normalized amplitudes aR  aO  x, y   1 , and L  20cm into the Eq. (4.6)
and (4.10), the interfering field can be calculated, as shown in Figure 4-15. The





interferogram I  x, y   2  2 cos 2k  L  z  x, y  

is asymmetrical. The fringes are

sparse in the centre and get denser at the frontier. The shape of the top-view in Figure 415 (a) is similar to the contour plot in the Figure 4-14 (b).

Figure 4-15. For the asymmetrical surface: (a) Interferogram in the x-y plane;
(b) Intensity distribution in the x-y plane; (c) Intensity with x  0 .
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4.2.4 Reconstruction of the Micro-surface
With a given intensity distribution of an interference pattern I  x, y  , we can reconstruct
the surface of an object through Fresnel-Kirchhoff integral [111].

Figure 4-16. Digital holography: (a) Recording; (b) Reconstruction [111].

A general set-up for digital recording of off-axis holograms is shown in Figure 4-16. A
plane reference wave and the wave reflected from the object are interfering at the
surface of a CCD. The resulting hologram is electronically recorded and stored. The
object is, in general, a three-dimensional body with diffusely reflecting surface, located
at a distance d from the CCD. In optical reconstruction the virtual image appears at the
position of the original object and the real image is formed also at a distance d , but in
the opposite direction from the CCD, as shown in Figure 4-16 (b). The FresnelKirchhoff transformation is presented as:
  ,  

 2 d 
 

exp   i
 2   2 

 exp  i
0 d
0 

 0 d

i

 

 2

   u R*  x, y I  x, y  exp i
x 2  y 2  exp i
x   y   dxdy

 
 0 d

 0 d

 

(4.14)

where d stands for the distance between the reconstruction plane and the CCD as
d  L.

From the Eq. (4.14), the intensity and phase of the reconstructed surface can be
2

calculated by I  ,     ,  ,   ,   arctan

Im    ,  

Re    ,  

, where Re and Im

denote the real part and the imaginary part of   ,  . Comparing to Eq. (4.9) and
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(4.10), the reliability of the reconstruction is ensured. The phase is calculated directly by
subtraction the reference and object beam phases modulo 2n , n  0,1,2,  from
the digital hologram [112].
Using the convex surface described in Section 4.2.2 as an example, substitute the
intensity distribution I  x, y  with R  10cm described in the Eq. (4.12) and parameters
setting as u*R  x, y   1 , L  d  10cm , 0  405nm into the Eq. (4.14). Then, by
calculating the phase of the object beam, the profile topography z  x, y 

can be

reconstructed. The simulation process in MATLAB 2016 takes only several seconds.
The initial convex object surface is as plotted in Figure 4-17 (a), x and y are replaced
in the Fresnel domain by  

 500 m,500 m

and  

as the object image with ranges of

and the amplitude of z axis is  2 m,0 . Figure 4-17 (b) and (c)

respectively show the unwrapped phase of object beam and the reconstructed convex
surface. It can be seen from the comparison of Figure 4-17 (a) and (c), the 3D surface is
reconstructed successfully. The reconstruction error shown in Figure 4-17 (d) is well
controlled within 0.05 m . The experimental verification will be implemented in further
research of the group members.

Figure 4-17. Reconstruction process: (a) Convex surface; (b) Unwrapped reconstructed phase   ,  ; (c)
Reconstructed surface; (d) The error of reconstruction.
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4.3 Summary
In this chapter, micro-topography measurement is investigated as an attractive
application of the SMI configuration. In Section 4.1, a point-by-point reconstruction
method is developed from the proposed algorithm in Chapter 2. With a scanning method
of square-wave like, the reconstructions of the spherical surface and the arbitrary
topography are presented. Then, to overcome the disadvantage of time consuming for
the traditional point-by-point micro-topography measurement methods, a beamexpanded self-mixing interference configuration for micro-surface topography is
proposed in Section 4.2. Firstly, the related theory and simulation are presented for
describing the interference pattern obtained at CCD plane for different objects, then, the
algorithm for reconstructing object profiles is developed by using Fresnel
transformation. The current work shows a potential configuration with compact
structure and interference resolution for achieving micro-surface measurement.
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Chapter 5 Conclusion and Future Work
Self-mixing interferometry is a promising non-contact sensing technology for various
sensing applications, including the measurement of displacement, velocity, vibration,
laser related parameters, thickness, mechanical resonance, imaging, material parameter
measurement, near-field microscopy, chaotic radar, acoustic detection, biomedical
applications. A typical SMI sensing system usually contains a laser diode as the optical
source, a lens to focus the laser beam, an external target, a detector to capture the SMI
signal and a processing unit for latter data analysis. Micro-displacement measurement
and micro-topography measurement are two closely linked applications for the SMIbased sensing technology.
In this chapter, the research contributions of this thesis are summarized in Section 5.1,
based on which, future research topics are advised in Section 5.2.

5.1 Research Contributions
The contributions of the thesis are summarized as below:


A new algorithm is proposed to tackle the problem existed in existing SMI-based
micro-displacement. The existing modulation-based detection methods can only
obtain a single point measurement of displacement within each modulation period.
The phase of an SMI signal caused by displacement within each modulation
period is considered to be time varying. Firstly, a reference signal is obtained by
setting the target still. Then FFT and its inverse are applied to the reference signal
and the SMI signal, leading to a formulation to obtain the SMI signal phase,
which enables the SMI system to retrieve the time varying displacement in each
modulation period. As the proposed method is able to measure displacement at
multiple discrete time instances within one modulation period (dependent on the
number of samples for FFT), the measurement resolution is significantly
improved over existing method. Hence, the measurement capability of the SMI
system is enhanced greatly. [Publication, J1, C1]
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The possible influencing factors, such as the waveform of modulation, the effect
of windowing, the overlapping in frequency domain, are investigated. The
guidance for experimental implementation and signal processing are presented,
e.g. the physical characteristics of the laser diode, the piezoelectric transducer, etc.
[Publication, J1, C2]



An extended application of the proposed algorithm is introduced to the microtopography measurement. The related system design and measurement theory are
presented for measuring the spherical surface and the arbitrary topography.
[Publication, C3]



To overcome the disadvantages of the point-by-point scanning method for SMIbased micro-topography sensing applications, a beam-expanded method using an
SMI configuration is studied. A CCD is employed to capture the hologram
intensity generated by SMI effect. The reconstruction algorithm for object profile
from hologram is developed. The work shows a new configuration with compact
structure and high resolution for profile measurement. [Publication, J2]

5.2 Suggested Future Research Topics
Though a lot of research work has been done in the field of this thesis, still many
interesting topics are needed to be further investigated for improving SMI-based
displacement sensing. The following topics are recommended for future research:


Current SMI-based micro-displacement with modulated current injection requires
that the LD is operated at a weak optical feedback regime as the sensing model
used is only valid for weak feedback case. In order to fit a wider range of
applications, it is desired to study and develop sensing models suitable for other
sensing regimes, such moderate feedback level, strong feedback regime and semistable working region.



The proposed new algorithm in the thesis is based on the use of FFT and its
inverse on the reference and SMI signals within one modulation period. Thus, the
algorithm can perform well when the carrier frequency is much higher than the
modulation frequency, i.e., the fringe number within one modulation period is
large enough. For the case when the target motion is in a complicated waveform
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or very short duration, advanced signal processing techniques such as wavelet or
curvelet, etc. should be investigated and employed for SMI signal processing. By
cooperating with new emerging data processing techniques, the sensing
performance of SMI system can be greatly enhanced and thus find more industrial
applications.


From this thesis work, it has been realized that noise from both electrical and
optical sources is a problem that can introduce a large measurement error. Noise
reduction is an important topic for further investigation from both hardware and
software design to improve the signal-noise-ratio.



Regarding micro-topography sensing using SMI, the presented methods work well
for an object with relatively smooth surface. For the case when an object has
complicated profile (e.g., there is a sharp change) or is moving, new measurement
algorithms are required to be developed. It is recommended to use SMI
configuration cooperating with emerging Lidar detection algorithms for
improving profile sensing.
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